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McCaski I s. la e
McCaskill looks to take
Senate seat from Talent
Claire McCaskill is in the running to win the' senatorial race in
MiSsoori. The polls from a nUI)lber of news sources including
Gallup and CI\'N show McCaskill
neck and neck with Jim Talent
the incumbent Senator.
McCaskill is no stranger to
Missouri pglitics. She has served
as a State Representative, Jackson
County Prosecutor. and her most
current role as 1Yhssouri' s State
Auditor.
McCaskill was defeated in a
gubernatorial race in 2004 by
Matt Blunt. The race in 2004 was
close, with McCaskill getting 48
percent of the voto.
Even with the loss two years
ago, McCaskill has helped her
cause by becoming a household
name in Missouri. She has gained
name recognition through her
campaigns and she continues to
fight
With the political climate in
the United States McCaskill is
hoping she can capitalize on several issues. McCaskills Web site,

www.c1aireonline.com outline
her strategies for national security, education, immigration and
government accountability.
The senate race has also
received
national coverage
because of an advertisement that
has Michael!. Fox telling voters
to vote yes' for Amendment 2
and to vote against Talent
Michael 1. Fox states in the
advertisement "As you may
know, T care deeply about' stem
cell research. In Missouri, ybU
can elect Claire McCaskill, who
shares my hope for cures.
Unfortunately, Senator Jim Talen ~
opposes expanding stem ceLl
research. Senator Talent even
wanted to crin1inalize the science
that gives us the chance fot
hope."
In the heated battle between
McCaskill and Talent, McCaskill
continues to fight for her beliefs
and her party. On Nov. 7.
Ivlissouri will decide to stay with
Talent or go with a new voice in
Claire McCaskill.

Talent hopes to hold seat
with McCaskill charging
Jim Talent; Missouri's incumbent Senator, is holding his ground
in one of the most watched ejections
in the United States.
Talent continues to campaign on
issues that he has supported since
the first time Missouri put hin1 in
office. Talent's Web site, WVvw.taIentforsenate.com, outlines his continued ambitions towards agriculture, energy. health care and immigration.
Talent has also shared bipartisan
legislation while in office. Talent's
Web site states "Senator Talent
sponsored military health care legislation, now law, with Senator
Hillary Clinton (D-N.Y.) to address
a major issue that arose after tho fust
Gulf War in \vhich some troops
returned home with symptoms of an
illness commonly referred to as
Gulf War illness."
Talent has served in the Missouri
House of Representatives, U.S.
House of Representatives and is
currently serving as U.S. Senator
from Missouri.
Willie in Washington he has

secured legislation that has helped
in the clean up of Meth in Missouri.
Talent's website states "Working
with Senator Dianne Feinstein (DCalif.), Senator Talent succeeded in
passing the toughest, most comprehensiv~. anti-meth bill ever enacted
into law. The Combat Meth Act
restricts nationally the products
needed to cook methamphetamine.
It also provides critical tools to help
law enforcement fight meth in our
communities. The President signed
the Talent-Feinstein Combat Meth
Act into law in March:'
The Talent campaign has come
under some fire for some of its
advertisements aimed at Claire
McCaskill.
Overall, the mission of Jim
Talent stays the same: to serve
Missouri voters in the UnitedStates
Senate.
In the heated battle between
Talent and McCaskilL Talent continues to fight tor his beliefs and his
party. On Nov. 7, Missouri will
decide to stay with Talent or go with
a new voice in Oaire McCaskill.

A Delta Zeta sorority member was killed in
a car accident in St. Charles early Thursday
morning.
Heather Brandow, a 22-year-old from
Mexico, Mo. was driving alone in a 2000
Chevrolet Malibu when the accident took place
at 12:01 a.m. on
Thursday, according to
the Missouri State
Highway Patrol.
A highway patrol
report said Brandow
was driving westbound
on Route P in St.
Charles, Mo. when the
front right tire of the
Malibu "dropped off the
edge of the roadway."
She "overcorrected" the Heather Brandow
vehicle, which caused it was killed in a car
to rotate counter-clockaccident early
Thursday morning.
wi e.
The vehicle then
exited the left side of
the road and struck a utility pole on its right
side, and no safety device was being used,
according to the report.
Brandow was taken to St. Joseph Hospital
West, located in Lake St. Louis, Mo. by a 51.
Charles County ambulance. She was pronounced dead at the hospital at 1:37 a.m.
A statement released from the Pickering
Funeral Home, located in Mexico, Mo., said
Heather was born on July 24, 1984 in Mexico,
Mo. to Larry and Kern (Baker) Brandow. She
graduated from Mexico High School in 2003
and was a senior studying business administration and international marketing at UM-St.
Louis.
Members of the UM-St. Louis community
mourned the loss at a memorial service held
Thursday night at the Bellerive Chapel on
South Campus. Father Bill Kempf led the
memorial. and Brandow's sorority sisters were
each gi ven a pink rose.
As a member of the Zeta Tau Alpha sorority,
Tanzeena Hossain, senior, psychology, said she
met Brandow through UM-Sr. Louis' Greek
Life. "She was one of my corrunittee chairs for
last year's Homecoming," she said.

See BRANDOW, page 14

ON THE WEB
Web poll results:
What are you going to dress up as
for Halloween?
Freddy Krueger ~

--

.....

....I'll dress .------:
as the ~
opposite
sex

Naughty
schoolgirl

Costumes
are for kids
Superhero

Cowboy/Cowgirl

This week's question:
Are you going to vote
in the elections next weeki
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Although there were several accidental
injuries, car accidents, and other miscellaneous calls for service, the UM-St. Louis
Police Department reports that no criminal
incidents occurred between Oct. 22 and
Oct. 28.
Remember that crime prevention is a
community effort, and anyone having
information concerning these or any other
incidents should contact the campus police
at 516-5155.

CORRECTIONS
The Current regrets that sometimes in
our making of this publication, we make
mistakes. What we do not regret is correcting our mistakes.
Please let us know of any corrections
that need to be made, and we will print
them in next week's issue
To report a correction, please contact
The Current at 314-516-57 74 or by email
at thecurrent©umsl.edu.

D. Chris Belmer, associate professor of
physics at the College of William and Mary
in Williamsburg, Va., will discuss "Accumte
Measurement of Carbon Dioxide Spectra" at
4 p.m. ill 451 Benton Hall.
Coffee will be served at 3:45 p.m. The colloquium is free and open to the public and is
sponsored by the Department of Chemistry
and Biochemsitry. Call 5311 for more informalion.

Pumpkin Carving Contest
Come show off your pumpkin carving

skills at the Catholic Newman Center from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. Watch to see who carves the
best and worst pumpkins on the UM-St.
Louis campus.
Winners will be recognized in both categories. The event is free, but please bring
yom own pumpkin.
Contact Denny Handley or Tracy Van de
Riet at (314) 385-3455 for more information.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 31
Haunted Garage
The Catholic Newman Center will feature
its annual "Haunted Garage" from 6 p.m. to
8 p.m. The event is open to students, faculty,
and staff. Candy will be available for those in
costume. Call (314) 385-3455 for more information.

Basketball lip-off Luncheon
The seventh annual Basketball Tip-off
Luncheon will be held at noon in the Century
Rooms at the Millennium Student Center.
Head coaches Chris Pilz and Lee Buchanan
will introduce the players and talk about the
upcoming season.
Tickets are $10 for students, $20 for members of the UM-St. Louis Alumni
Association, and $25 for the general public.

WritingYour Way to an "A"
The workshop, "Writing your way to an
'~," will be held from 2 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. in
133 Social Science Building.
This workshop will provide new writers
and anyone who needs a refresher in the
basics of a solid foundation in the fundamentals of grammar, punctuation, composition
and descriptive writing.
'Whether it's for a paper or a letter to a
friend, this workshop will show you how to
make your writing more effective and compelling.

Carrie Fasiska • Sluff Pboiogropber

Riverwomen Sierra Ellis and Sarah Stone check out their handprints while painting pumkins on Wednesday. The pump·
kin painting contest was held during the Halloween Spooktacular Cookout at University Meadows and was sponsored by
the apartment complex and UM·St. Louis basketball.

~

Staff Photographers
Valerie Breshears, Cadence Rippeto, Toma
Cirkovic
Ad & Business Associates
Adriana Hughey, Marcela Lucer!a

Got a tip for a story or photo opportunity?
Have a correction to report? Do you have
a question or comment for our staff? Are
you interested in working at The Current?
Please contact us:

All listings use 516 prefixes unless otherwise indicated.

Intensive Spanish Testing
Aptitude testing for the Intensive Spani h
Language course during the spring semester 2007 will be conducted at I J a.ill. in the
Office of Foreign Langu ages and
Literature, 554 Clark Hall.
Intensive language study allows students
to immerse themselve in Spanish language and culture while also earning 15
credit hours in one seme teT.
Call 6240 for infomation or to regist'eito •
take the aptitiude

Cezary Janikow. associate professor of
computer science at UM-St. Louis, will discuss "Heuristics in genetic progran;rrning" at
3:30 p.m. in 302 Computer Center Buil~g.
Refreshments will be sel ed at ~ p.m. the
lecture is free and open to the.public and is
sponsored by the D€ artment of
Mathematics and Computer . cience. Call
6355 for more information.

Scholar to Discuss New Book
Ruth Iyob, associate professor of political
science at UM-St. Louis, will discuss her
new book, "Sudan: The Elusive Quest for
Peace," at 7 p.m. in Century R'OOm B at the
Millennium Student Center.
The discussion and book launch is free and
open to the public. Call 7299 f~)f more information.

Irish musicians Pat and Cathy Sky will
peIform at 12:30 p.m. in 205 Music
Building.
The event is free and open to the public and is sponsored by the Smurfit-Stone
endowed Professorship in Irish Studies,
Center for International Studies and the
Department of Music.
Call 7299 for more infonnation.

Campus Recreation will hold a Texas
Hold 'em tournament at 7 p.m. at the
Provincial House on South Campus.
The tournament will include great prizes
and free refreshments. Call 5125 or go to the
Campus Recreation office, 203 Mark Twain,
in order (0 register.

Business

314·516·5175

Employment

314-516-6810

Fax

314·516-6811
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' On Tuesday, Oct. 3 1, there will be a costume contest hosted by 101.9 liThe
U" at 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in the Nosh. The prize for the individual winner is a
parking pass and prizes for the group winner is a Dave and Buster's party,
sponsored by UPB. The judging begins at 2 p.m.

Advanced IntenrieMring
There will be an Advanced Interviewing
Workshop. from 2 t03 p.m. in 278
Millennium Stl.lClent Center.
This workshop will exanline key interviewing techniques such as behavioral interviewing, "trick questions", case interviews, and
salary negotiation. Call 5111 or visit
www.urnsl.eduJcareer to register.

Business&Economics Seminar.

Irish Music Discussion

314·516-5316

1thr [urrrnt

Today is the deadline to register for
Campus Recreation's Paintball Rec Trek
which will be held on Saturday, Nov. 5 at
Wacky Warriors.
The $10 fee includes transportation and a
day of paintball games and gear. Register in
the Campus Rec Office, 203 Mark Twain.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 2

Advertising

ON Tlt~WE~

Paintball Registration Deadline

University Health, Wellness and
Counseling Services offers UM-St. Louis'
faculty, staff and students an introduction to
mindfulness meditation. This workshop is
held on Wednesdays from 12:15 to 12:45
p.m. in 225 Millennium Student Center.
For more infonnation contact Sharon
Biegen or Jamie Linsin at 5711.

314-516-5174

Mail I 388 MSC
One University Blvd.
51. Louis, Missouri 63121

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 3

Meditation for Wellness

Newsroom

Email I thecurrent@umsl.edu

Computer Science Colloquium

Poker Tournament
The Catholic Newman Center will celebrate Mass at 12:20 p.m. in Century Room
A at the Millennium Student Center to celebrateAll Saints Day. Call (314) 385-3455
for more information.

News Editor
Features Editor
A& E Editor
Opinions Editor
Photo EDitor
Asst. Photo Editor
Design Editor
Copy Editor
Ass!. Copy Editor
Proofreader
Cartoonist
Cartoonist
Illustrator
Page Designer

CONTACT US
"What's Current" is a free 5eNice for aUstudent mganizations and campus departments.
Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. the Thursday before publication.
Space consideration is given to student mganizations and is on a first-come, first-served basis.
We suggest all postings be submitted at least one week prior to the event
Email event listings to thecurrent@umsl. edu.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1
Holy Day Mass

Melissa S. Hayden •
Mabel Suen'
Cate Marquis.
Myron McNeill'
Matt johnson •
Carrie Fasiska •
Paul Hackbarth'
Christine Eccleston.
Patricia Lee'
Tobias Knoll'
Rudy Scoggins •
Elizabeth Gearhart.
Richard Williams'
Antionette Dickens •

~

Ben Swofford, Zach Meyer. Myron McNeill,
Stephanie Soleta, Marella Keith, Molly Buyat,
Michael Branch, Julie Strassman, lasor!
Granger, Amy Recktenwald, Erin McDar!iel.
Graham Tucker, Kristi Williams, Jared
Anci<>rson, Sarah O'Brien, Melissa Godar,
LaGuan Fuse, TOr!i D. Rowell, Mark McHugh

Your weekly calendar of campus events

Chemisb} Colloquium

Editor-in-Chief
Managing Editor
Business Manager
Ad Director
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Adam D. Wiseman.
Mike Sherwin·
Michael Kennedy'
Rob Barkin·
Judi Linville·

John Nofsinger, professor of finance at
Washington State University in Pullman,
Wash., will discuss "The Pyschology of
Investing" at 11 3.m. in 401 Social Sciences
& Business Building
The event is free and open to the public.
It's part of the College of Business
Administration Seminar Seljes in Business
and Economics.
Call 6142 or e-mail moehrle@umsLedu
for more infmmation.

College of Nursing Anniversary
Symposium
Geraldine Bednash, executive director or
the American Association of Colleges of
Nursing, will present "Trends and Future
Directions in Nursing Education" from 11
a.m. to noon in the Marillac Auditorium in
the Education Administration Building.
TIus will be the first of four 25th
Anniversary Symposia sponsored by the
College of Nursing for the 2006-2007 academic year.
Call 6849 for more information.

Fechner Day Lecture
Ian Murray, senior lecturer in optometry
and neuroscience at the. University of
. Manchester in the United Kingdom, will dis'CllSs-"Chrornatic and achromatic channels in
,'r human retina; unique hues and application to
~ measllrement of macular pigment" at noon
in 08 Marillac Hall.
His presentation is the Fechner Day
Lecture and is sponsored by the ColJege of
Optometry. Call 6029 for more information.

Physics and Astronomy
Colloquium
Tim Giblin, assistant professor of astrophysics at the College of Charleston, S.c.,
will discuss "Gamma-Ray Bursts, Shocks
and Relativistic Jets" at 3 p.m. in 328
Benton Hall. Call 4145 for more information.

letters to the editor should be brief. and
those not exceeding 250 words will be
given preference. We edit letters for clarity
and length, not for dialect, correctness,
intent or grammar. All letters must be
signed and must include a daytime phone
number. Students must include their student ID numbers. Faculty and staff must
include their title(s) and departrnent(s).
Editor-in-chief reserves the right to
respond to letters. The Current reserves
the right to deny letters.

ABOUTUS

.fi

The Current is published I!veekiy on

NPO Financial Issues
Financial Issues in Managing
Nonprofit Organizations will be held from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. today and tomorrow in
216 Social Sciences & Business Building.
This course, which is intended for
NPO staff, executives and board members, covers cash-flow analysis, budgeting, fund accounting, cost accounting, and
understanding fmancial statements.
The noncredit fee for the course is
$180. It is sponsored by the Nonprofit
Management and Leadership Program
and the Division of Continuing Education,
and is available for one hom of undergraduate or graduate credit.
Call 6713 for more information.

Adobe Photoshop Workshops

Mondays. Advertising rates are available
upon request; terms, conditions and restricbans apply.
The Current, financed in part by student
activities fees, is not an official publication
of UM-St. Louis.
The University is not responsible for the
content of The Current and/or its policies.
Commentary and columns reflect the opinion of the individ.ual author.
Unsigned editorials reflect the or'linion of
the majority of the Editorial Board. The
Current requests the courtesy of at least 24- hour advance notice for all events to be covered. Advertisements do not nece~sarily
reflect the opinion of The Current, its staff
members or the University.
All materials contained in each printed and
online issue are property of The Current and
may not be reprinted, reused or reproduced
without the prior, expressed and written
consent of The Current.
'
First copy is free; all subsequentcopies are
25 cents and are available at the offices of

I~

..,

The Current.

ADVERTISING

Two workshops on Adobe Photoshop

""ill be held toelay. The first session begins
at 10 a.m. and the second follows at 11
a.m. in 102 Social Science Building.
Topics covered include: opening an
image, merging images, adding text to an
image, copyright responsibilities, personalize your photos, and more.
This workshop is available for UM-St.
Louis students only.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 6

All UM·St. Louis students, alumni, faculty and staff are entitled to free classified
advertisements of 40 words or less.
The Current also 0ffers display advertisements at a rate of $8..75 per column inch
for off campus advertisers and $7.75 for
on campus organizations and departments. Various discounts may apply. To
receive an advertising rate card, contact
our advertising or business staff or download a rate card from our Web site at
lNWW.thecurrentonline.com/adrates.

Monday Noon Series
Terry Jones, professor of political science
and public policy administration at UM-St.
Louis, analyzes recent political campaigns,
makes some predictions, and discusses how '
the election outcomes may affect our region
at 12:15 p.m. in 229 1.c. Penney Conference
Center.
Call 5699 for more infonnation.

AFfILIATIONS

MCMA

\\W

"
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Extra skip day for SGA reps raises questions
By

PAUL HACKBARTH

Design Editor

The
Student
Government
Association'S proposal to alter its
meeting attendance policy raised questions about how the change would not
only affect organizations' budgets, but
also whether it calls fora constitutional change.
.
During the SGA meeting last
Friday, Vice President Thomas Helton
told the assembly that SGArepresentatives would be allowed one extra
absence per year.
"You're allowed to miss four meetings a year instead of three now, but if
you still miss two consecutive, then
your budget will be frozen," Helton
said.
However, Brian Rails, president of
PRIZM, asked how Helton planned to
change the attendance policy, "seeing
that it's written in the constitution."
'That's a good question," Helton
said.
Article I, Section 7, of the last
revised SGA constitution states, "Any
elected Assembly Representative who
misses two consecutive or a total of
three meetings during an academic
year is automatically suspended from

The jssue~
rather than the three currently allowed.

The pr bl .

Last year, the Student Activities Budget Committee
used the number of absences at SGA meetings as one criterion
for deciding how to give out student funds. So student groups
who follow the rules could have next year's funding cut.

The onstitutiOn:

The SGA's constitution says reps may miss up to
three meetings each year. SGA executives said they may not need to
amend the constitution to enact the change.
the Assembly."
With the new proposal, Helton said,
"When you'have t:Ilree absences, if you
read the attendance policy, you get one
free absence, so [after three absences]
your budget would normally be frozen,
but what we're going to do is our secretary will just allow one extra absence
beyond that."
Helton said a change in the constitution is not necessary because "we're
not limitirig attendance. All we're
doing is allowing for one more
absence."
Helton said SGA is considering
changing the attendance policy in the
constitution next year, but as for now,

he said, "I don't see it as a violation."
An additional allowed absente also
brought up questions about how the
extra absence would affect organizations' budgets. Last year's Student
Allocation Budget Committee decided
to cut 5 percent off clubs' budgets for
every 'meeting that a member' from
their club did not attend an SGA meeting.
SGA Vice Chairperson Michele
Landeau, who was a member of
SABC last year explained the committee's reasoning behind the cuts. "It was
no secret that attendance was going to
be taken into effect [when considering
budget allocations]," she said. "You

can miss three meetings or four meetings without your budget being frozen,
but it doesn't mean that that's a free for
all."
Helton said freezing budgets helps
ensure that SGA representatives attend
the meetings, but he added that
SABC's decision to use attendance in
allocating budget will be "looked into
thoroughly because there has been
enough legitimate concern of that
aspect of SABe."
The SGA executive committee
decided to allow an extra absence
because they want to hold more meetc
ings during the year.
"A lot of graduate students were
having some problems attending with
more numerous meetings on Fridays
since their schedules are often different
than undergraduates," Helton said.
. Next 'semester, Helton listed six
proposed meeting dates tentatively ,
scheduledJorJan. 19: Feb.9, March 2,
March 16, April 13 and April 27.
These dares will be voted on at the next
meeting Nov. 10.

(RIGHTI
ThQmasHelton. vice president,

of SGA, speaks during the SGA
m~ting.()l1

Sorority hosts week of breast cancer awareness events
By

AMY RECKTENWALD

StaffWritr::r

Zeta Tau Alpha raised $500 for
breast cancer awareness during the
sorority's annual"Think Pink Week.
The sorority hosted a yogurt eating
contest in The Nosh on Wednesday
Oct. 23 at 12:3Opm as part of its
'Think Pink Week."
Think Pink Week is part of the
national Zeta Tau Alpha breast cancer
awareness philanthropy. The proceeds of the contest went to the Zeta
Tau Alpha Foundation that supports
the Susan G. Komen FOWldation for
breast cancer education.
Five participants entered the contest each for a $5 fee, including Derek
Allison, freshman , anthropology;
Matthew Amend. jUQior, special education and Ian Jones, junior, international business.
According to Vickie Schrage, jun-

ior, English, and service chair for the
Theta Kappa Chapter of ZTA, they
expected'ten participants. "Next year
we think we'll have a bigger turnout
because we'll have already done this
[the yogurt eating contest] once. It
was something new this year,"
Schrage said.
In previous years, ZTA held a lip
sync contest during Think Pink Week,
but it was changed to a yogurt eating
contest because of low tumout when
the event was held.
Participants were each given five
Yoplait yogurts to eat and a spoon to
eat them with. Some participants
opted to drink the yogurt from the
container instead of scooping it out.
On Sunday, Oct. 22, the local
Theta Kappa chapter of Zeta Tau
Alpha chalked breast cancer facts and
hung pink ribbons arouod the university.
According to ZTA member Becky
McKenna, sophomore, elementary

education, rain throughout the week
washed the chalk away by
Wednesday.
On Wednesday and Thursday, Oct.
23 and 24, ZTA members had a table
set up so they could sell T-shiIts and
key chains. Thirty shirts were sold
that said either "Real Men Wear Pink"
or "Real Women Wear Pink. The tshirts cost of $10 each and the sorority sold out of size small women's
shirts. The Key chains were on sale
for $1 each.
Courtney Holloway, consultant for
ZTA's national office and traveling
leadership, said professors were wearing the t-shirts around campus on
Wednesday.
The t-shirts are still available and
may be ordered from any ZTA member.
Throughout the week. ZTA members handed out pink ribbons, the
symbol for breast cancer awareness.
The ribbons and brochures about

Adam D. WISeIt1aI'I • Edilor-in-Chief

Friday afternoon.

breast cancer, stickers for mammogranlS and information on how to perform a self-breast exam were all
handed out at no cost.
, In addition to the $500 raised, the
sorority is continuing its collection of
the pink Yoplait yogurt lids to raise
more funds through Yoplait's "Save
Lids Save Lives" program. Through
the program the company will donate
10 cents to the Susan G. Komen foWldation.
According to Yoplait's website at
www.yoplait.com. the company's
goal is to donate up to $l.5 million
and the program ensures a donation of
at least $500,000 to the foundation.
The lid collection boxes, which are
located in the Office of Student Life,
the first floor of the Millennium
Student Center and The Nosh, will
remain on campus Wltil the end of
October. This giv-es students an additional week to "Think Pink" and drop
off lids for Yoplait's program.

Center for International Studies
awards students for U.N. Day contest
By SARAH O'BRIEN

StaffWritr::r

Since 1991, UM-St. Louis has recognized United Nations Day, Oct. 24,
with a scholarship given annually in
the form of a contest.
The contest was sponsored by the
Center for Intemational Studies and
Dorothy Schneider, a St. Louis
teacher, funded the contest. Schneider
started a letter writing campaign that
largely supported the resolution to
create United Nations Day as a globally celebrated holiday.
Students were to explore the principles of the United Nations and conceptualize them either by artwork,
essay or website design for the contest. ,

In the artwork category, there wa,
a three-way tie between Toma
Cirkovic, senior, studio art; Matthew

Get into gear and accelerate!
The University of Missouri-St. Louis is introducing the new
2007 Winter Intersession to help you reach your educational
goals faster. In just a few weeks, you can:

Groeper, senior, studio art, and
Thuyduong Phan, freshman, mathematics. Each of these winners
received a $1,000 scholarship to UMSt. Louis.
Locmike Doung, sophomore, psychology, took first place in the essay,
receiving a $2,000 scholarship to
UM-St. Louis. Second place went to
Eva Tucker, senior, studio art, who
received a $1,000 scholarship from
the university.
The first place \vinner of a $2,000
scholarship in the website design category was Edward Cory, senior, computer science. Stephen Jackson, senior, studio art, and Claire Jacques,
senior, studio art, tied for second
place; each received a $500 scholar. ship.
United Nations Day is celebrated
in remembrance of Oct. 24, 1945, the
day that the United Nations Charter
was put into place.

get- ir.tts

ea

celler Ie

• Lighten your spring course load,
• Get on a faster track to graduation,
• Improve your English skills, and more!
The Winter Intersession courses are offered through the Division of Continuing Education,
and individual course dates vary. Courses include:
• Analysis of Archaeological Artifacts
Art Museum & Gallery Management
• Counseling African-American Clients
• Listening & Speaking Skills*
• Business Communications for
Non-native Speakers of English"

II

•
•
•
•
•
•

Research Paper Writing for International Students*
African Civilization Since 1800
The History of St. Louis
Non-Western Music I
Business Ethics (online course)
Computers & Information Systems*

* These courses begin December 18.

Registration begins November 6 for current UMSL students and November 20 for all students.
For details, visit www.umsl.edu/intersession. For questions, call (314) 516-5911.
Get into gear now!

COntinuing Education
www.umsl.edu/lntersession
(314) 516-5911
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LEITERS

STAFF VIEWPOINT

THE EDITOR

The community responds
Stadtlander's commentary prompts numerous letters
Editor's Note: Although this space

normally reserved for the editorial board's
collective editorial, "Our Opinion," we received so many letters from the UM-St. Louis
community that we decided to turn over as much space as possible to print letters from
students and faculty.

PRIZM President asks for a
debate with Stadtlander
r am wriling in response to Charles
Stadtlander's guest commentary in last
week's paper. In regards to tl1e drag
show, it is intere li ng that he did not
oncc mention this year's show but
instead continues to attack last ye ar's
show.
Not once has Stadtlander come to
speak with me or any of my organization's leaders about the how.
stated
by the uni ver ity la~ t year, all of the
complaints in his letter were fo und to
be inaccurate.
In addition. PRIZM has a U.S.
Supreme Court case. the UM System
mission statement. and two UM - St.
Louis
Student
Government
Association resolutions upholding our
right to host this show. PRIZM will
continue to exercise our constitutional
right of freedom of speech b, hosting
such events.
Besides the redundant statement of
St:ldtlander regarding the drag show, r
was deeply concerned by his attacks on
drag queens and transgender individuals. PRlZM is an organization that represents all Queer culture. not just gays

EDITORIAL BOARD
Adam D. Wiseman
Mike Sherwin
Melissa 5. Hayden
Paul Hackbarth
Mabel5uen
Patricia Lee

"Our opinion" reflects
the majority opinion of

the Editorial Board.

WEWANT TO
HEAR FROM YOU
As a forum for public
expression on campus,
The Current welcomes
letters to the editor and
guest commentaries
from students, faculty,
staff members and others concerned with
issues relevant to the
University of Missouri5t. Louis.

Letters to the editor
should be brief, and
those. not exceeding
200 words will be given
preference. We edit letters for clarity and
length, not for dialect,
correctness, intent or
grammar. All letters
must include a daytime
phone number. Students
must include their student ID numbers.
Faculty and staff must
include their title(s) and
department(s). Editor-inchief reserves the right
to respond to letters.
The Current reserves the
right to deny letters.
Guest commentaries are
typically longer (generally 400-600 words) on a
specific topic of interest
to readers. If you are
interested in writing a
guest commentary,
please contact The
Current's editor-in-chief

CONTACT US
. Mail:
One University Blvd
Room 388 M5C
St. Louis, MO 63121

Email:
thecurrent@umsl.edu

Drag show support
Concerning
Mr.
Charles
Stadtlander's guest column. I wish to
submit tile foll owing rebuttal. Based on
previous items Mr. Stadtlander has
written oncerni ng the annual Drag
Show at ll¥Sl: I thi nk it i reasonabl~
to say he does not like the show.
I will not go into the detai l' Mr.'
Stadtlander lists in his Oct. 23 column
because they do not apply to tl1is year's
show. r have attended all three shows.
A a "straight:' non-traditional
(older), female UMSL student I found
nothing offensin: with any of these
shows. To the contrary, heing in such an
exuberant environment allowed me to
"let my guard down" and tfilly appreciate the GLBT (gay, lesbian, bisexual
and trans gender) community that
thrives at UMSL
Since Mr. Stadtlander spent the
majority of his coluITlil referring to the
2005 Drag Show, I would like to update
Mr. Stadtlander. At the 2006 Drag
Show the following occurred:
1. Security was provided in the fonn
of UMSL Police.
2. No minors appeared to be in
attendance.
3. The hostess was entertaining,
funny and respectfuL
4."Mature Content" signs were
clearly displayed at the entrance to the
event.
5. A statement was read, prior to the
event starting, which explained what
the audience could expect.
6. In addition, after the officers of
PRIZM read the opening statement,
anyone who felt they could not support
the event was invited to leave.
I challenge Mr. Stadtlander to offer
an altemative to the Drag Show that he
would consider sllitable to allow
straight and gay students to mix and

IS

and lesbians.
As a diverse student organization,
we feel it is appropriate to support all
of those who are still tighting for equality in this country. To write off these
individuals as radical and unrelated is
completely false and detrimental to the
entire community.
I remind Stadtlander that many of
the rights he holds as a Queer individual started with the Gay Liberation
Movement that began in 1969. The
Stonewall Riots were one of the major
events that ignited thi s movement.
In June 1969 , Queer individuals
were tired of police raids on gay bars
and of the severe beatings that generally OCCUlTed during these raids, As a
result, on June 27, 1969 a riot ensued
between an estimated 400 police and
2.000 gay, lesbian, and trans gender
individuals.
Many major cities continue to have
Gay Pride during Jlme to comrnemorate this event. Drag queens and transgender individuals have always been a
part of our fight for equality and will
continue to be a part of the fight. r also
tlnd it disturbing that Stadtlander
would suggest that Queer individuals
should put forth an image of normalcy.
r do agree that "we do have the choice

as to how we present ourselves and for
the message we deliver ... " What we
are fighting for is the right to be who
we are, even if that is different, and the
human right of equality.
Confonnity is not an option for the
queer community and fighting
amongst ourselves will be our downfall. As the President of PRIZM I have
become tired of Stadtlander refusing to
have an open discussion with me or my
organization. I do believe that an open
debate should be had and that the public should be 'Witness to it.
Therefore, Charles Stadtlander, I
challenge you to a formal debate about
GLBTA issues. If The CUJT(!nt is willing, they may function as the moderator, as I feel that they have remained
fair to both sides of this issue.
If not, I am sure that a neutral modemtor can be arranged. Let this Jetter
serve to educate individuals and to
serve as my public announcement that
I am ready and willing to debate you,
Charles· Stadtlander. Brian P Rails
PRIZM President

mingle, and get to know one another.
Mr. Stadtlander. to you I say, if you
do not like the Drag Show, plewic do
no! attend. But, please do not tran1ple
my iew of equality and discrimination
because you feel it is Ie s politically
correct.
The purpose of PRlZM is to provide
a visible and positive voice to the gay,
lesbian, bisexual. trdl1sgender and ally
(GLBTA) community on campus.
Our membe.rship is composed of all
sexual orientations and is committed to
defeating negative GLBT stereotypes
and gaining GLBT equality by hosting
social events, providing education to
others about GLBT issues and being
actively involved in the UMSL and St..
Louis GLBT communities.
Mr. Stadtlander states, "Trans-sexuality, including transgendered people
and drag queens, represent a fringe part
of society that has nothing to do with
being gay or lesbian and is not representative of our community as a
whole." This quote represents the epitome of gender OppressiOIL .
Mr. Stadtlander has brought up the
fact that money from student fees are
used to fund the Annual Drag Show and
he is correct.
However, PRlZM is one of many
student organizations that benetit from
student fees. The cost of this years Drag
Show' was $3,764 and there are approxin1ately 13,000 UMSL students who
pay student fees.
This breaks down to an average cost
of 29 cent~ per student for the Annual
Drag Show. Since this seems to be such
a contentious issue for Mr. Stadtlander,
I am offering to personally reimburse
Mr. Stadtlander for his supposedly
wasted student fees.
After all, I feel the Annual Drag
Show is worth far more then the 29

cents I paid in student fees.
Mr. Stadtlander mak-es it very clear
that he is president of the Log Cabin
Republicans of Greater St. Louis.l fully
support a person who chooses to participate in the political process. I must
admit I was not famiijar wit/;l the Log
Cabin Republicans so I visited their
;~ational website. I fmUld the website
interesting and educational.
This quote from the "What we
believe" section caught my eye: "We
also believe all Americans have the
right to liberty freedom, and equality.
Log Cabin stands up against those who
preach hatred and intolerance.
We stand up for the idea that all
Americans deserve to be treated equalregardless of their sexual orientation."
This is a terrific statement that I fully
agree with but then I compared this
statemynt to the following quote Mr.
Stadtlander makes: "By giving this radical and unrelated group a launching
ground for freak behavior associated
with gays and lesbians is detrimental.
The gay community must recognize
that either fair or unfair, we are the ones
fighting for equal rights. In this role, we
must always put forth an image of
responsibility, diversity, and normalcy."
Mr. Stadtlander, would you prefer this
'.'radical and unrelated" group be forced
back into the closest?
Further, talking point #6 from the
Log Cabin website states in part:
"choose fairness over disclimination,
equality over bigotry, freedom over
fear."
Mr. Staddander, I just do not see
fairness, equality or freedom in your
comments.

Brian P. Rails
Senior
Business Administration
PRIZM President

Anne L. Lomson
Junior
Criminology and Criminal Justice

READ MORE LETTERS: PAGE 5

In Memoriam: Brandow

inspired those around her
people to move on, to
I read a poem that said
keep
livingit was not the begirming
because no matter
date or the ending date on
where she was or
a tombstone that really
what she was doing,
mattered, but rather the
she was always livdash in the middle.
ing life to the fullest.
Heather
Brandow
While
Heather
touched more lives in her
and I were watching
brief time here than most
the Cardinals game
will in a lifetime. She was
By CHRISTINE
on
Saturday at her
one of those people othECCLESTON
apartment, I kept geters remembered, even if
Copy-Editor
ting calls from a prithey only met her for a
few minutes. She talked to every- vate number that kept hanging up.
one-store clerks, waiters, professors, This went on for about an hour, and I
bouncers, janitors-and left everyone started to get irritated and threatened
with a smile.
to call the phone company to have the
I could compose a list of adjectives number blocked.
Not a minute later I got a text mesto describe Heather-caring, dedicated, intelligent, fun-loving, persistent, sage from Heather that I still have :
loyal, family-oriented...:....but those "I'm your crazy caller."
That was Heather.
words don't even begin to capture
The morning after her death, I
who she was. She was the person who
made everyone smile and laugh, heard the song "How to Save a Life."
whether it was because she was Could I have saved her life? Doesn't
telJing funny stories, using her infa- matter. She saved my life by showing
mous catchphrases, or simply being me how important it wa~ to live every
day to the fullest by making every
Heather.
With Heather, it was the little moment count.
things that mattered. Just a few weeks
One thing in particular I admired
ago she tricked me into helping her about Heather was her relationship
shop for her Homecoming dress (and with her parents. Her mom and dad
I hate shopping ... and dresses); she were her best friends . She even said
talked me into buying cookie sand- one time that if she ever got married,
wiches at the mall, la~ghed at me she wanted to live in a hOllse next
while I purcha<;ed glow-in-the-dark door to her parents so they could live
Halloween socks and tea,ed me about "happily ever after."
my "fixation" with free trade.
She used to always sing the song
It would be easy to be angry, to "Who Says You Can't Go Home"
wonder why she had to go so soon; it because she said it was one of her
would be easy to curse Highway P, to mom's favorites . Well, I have no
blame the rain and to dwell on what doubt that Heather's home, dancing
happened. But Heather would want around with her little wings.

SCIENCE COLUMN

Getting the facts straight
about. the·stem -Gell bill

ull

In the run-up to the
abortion and some do
midterm elections on
not believe in the death
Nov. 7. there has been
penalty. Some even do
a lot of contradictory
not believe in war,
under any circumtalk about stem cell
stances, because to
research
and
Amendment 2, the
them, it is still violatStem Cell Initiative.
ing the commandment
Some of the statenot to kill. With other
ments have started to
scientific advances,
range far from the
there have been groups
By CATE MARQUIS
. facts; so it might be
that opposed them.
useful to just look at
When vaccines were
Science Columnist
the science facts and
new, there were sincere
what the amendment says.
people who opposed . vaccination
The stem cell initiative seems fair- because they believed it was thwartly straightforward. It bans a,ttempts to ing God's will that certain people die
ban or restrict stem cell research. It from disease.
also bans the producing of cloned
In our society, they are all free to
babies . . Nothing about funding believe as they wish. But they have to
cloning, forcing women to donate grant everyone else the same right to
eggs (or buying them), nothing about make there own decisions about these
using aborted fetuses, or mandating kinds of issues. Misleading other
the billions of tax dollars be used to people into agreeing with you is
fund research that will not cure any- crossing that line. There is a familiar
. thing. All these wild-eyed claims are saying that everyone is entitled to
among the speculations and unfound- their own' opinion but not their own
ed statements that appear daily in the facts.
many flyers that show up at my door,
So let us talk facts on the science
billboards on the roads, signs outside of stem cells. Last week we talked
churches and ads on TV.
about how scientists define the word
Now it is important to say that "cloning" and how that differs from
people are entitled to their own opin- . what it means to the general public.
ion and moral values. There are reli- Confusion about the issue of human
gious groups who are opposed to cloning is one of the issues at the cenblood donations and transplantations. ter of the conflicting claims of eppoThere are religions that do not believe nents and proponents.
in vaccinations. Many religious peosee STEM CELLS, page 14
ple do not believe in birth control or

UNDERCURRENT
By Carrie Fasiska • Associate Photo Editor

Are t here any issues
important t o you on t he
upcoming ballot ?

What do you think? Send your own response
to thecurrent@umsl.edu. The person who submits
the best response each week wins a free T-shirt.

John 5challom
Freshman
Undecided

Courtney Webb

Mark Youssef

Freshman
Nursing

Graduate Student
Philosophy

Lindsay RaEt
Junior
Computer Science

Schwartzkopf
F~eshman

Photography
"I'm for increasing the
minimum wage to $6.50
because 1'1\ get paid
more."

"I'm against stem eel!
"If we want to be against
"I am for Amendment 2
research because either way stem cell research because it because it makes federal
you're killing embryos and will destroy life so it will save law the law for Missouri
those are lives. "
lives in the future, we should so a place like Washington
apply that same idea in Iraq University can do research
because we are doing a lot
with stem cells. "
of damage there for the

''I'm for the tax increase.
but if they are going to
raise taxes on tobacco
products they should
lower taxes on medication
or something."

OctOJer 30, 2006
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GUEST COMMENTARY

Putting the T bacK in GLBT: Why transgendered shouldn't be confused with 'drag'
By

MICHAEL RANKINS

Guest Commentator
Following a recent guest commentary featured in The Current, many

GLBT students and their allies on
pampus were left wondering just how
(uany drag shows were held at UM-St
wuis in 2005, since only one person
seems to have witnessed the lurid
debacle described in the Oct 23 com~
entary,
Even more ~censu:g, howev~i,
.ere the blatantly anu-transgendet
sentiments expressed in the coron e tary. While the time has long 81 ce
come to stop beating a "dead ho e"
with regard to the 2005 show,
time
has also come to clarify the S !!lce of
our campus community re"arding
trans gender persons and ~ir civil
rights.
Succinctly, transgende persons,
like members of any other targeted

l

minority, will be affirmed and protect- lation. Transgender persons are not
ed. Furthennore, "drag" performers, "freaks" ... they are human beings who
regardless of their sexual or gender ori- suffer social and economic inequity
entation, are artists of considerable along with most other minority perinfluence within GLBT and other cul- sons, and they fight for equality along
tures who have a right to express them- ' with other GLBTA persons.
,selves, and will be granted a place on
Drag performers also must be
campus.
granted recognition for the value of
Frivolous attempts to "lump" drag their. conttibutions. While typically
rfonners and transgender persons light-hearted and amusing, the power
gether are designed not to educate, of gender parodies can hardly be overut to sensationalize and stigmatize. stated,
Drag represents an art which brings
While some "drag" perfonuers are, in
fact, trans gender persons who feel that the constructed dichotomy of gender
they ''belong'' to the sex other than that into the limelight not in order to reinto which they \yere born, most are not. force rigid stereotypes, but to demonDrag perfonuers choose to engage strate their folly.
in an art; for the transgendered, there is
These perfonuers simultaneously
no choice with regard to who they are entertain, mobilize, and galvanize
inside. While often marginalized, GLBTA communities. Their violations
trans gender persons comprise 3 to 5 of gender norms are yet another
percent or more of the U.S. population demollstration of how cultural "lines"
(Ettner, 1999; Israel & Tarver, 1997), are often more arbitrary than absolute.
hardly an insignificant "fringe" popu- of how barriers erected to "protect"

We can't shut out groups
whose politics we like

state that lfind some Republican policies and values to be setting back core
American ideals such as freedom and
.
equality.
What will it take for rtain supAlthough I feel this way, I do not
porters of ignorance to re, ize that this protest to the media and my political
University is an instituti(•. which sup- representatives when the College
Republicans hold an event. In fact, I
ports and cherishes dive. ty?
Two
Student
overnment support their right as a student organiAssociation resolutiom' <the past two zation to put on whatever programyears have not done it and neither has ming they wish, and for this programthe official mission ,tatement of the ming to be however controversial they
University of Misscuri system. Drag wish.
My point is that there may be
shows, while bein~ a form of entertainment for gay md straight people events held on this campus that some
alike, are also a Nt of queer culture- do not particularly agree with, but this
which is to be celebmted and not is no basis to spread their hateful
remarks about university events. If the
swept lmder the ug.
As much as certain curators, politi- University were to censor queer procians and studelts may wish organiza- gramming, where would it stop?
tions like PRZM and events like
Would it stop with the Muslim
National Conmg Out Day and the Student Association, or perhaps with
concurrent dag show to disappear the Associated Black Collegians? The
from UMSD campus, the simple fact disdain that has been expressed over
of the mattcris that we are not goin
the drag show is uriacceptable. Hate
away and ey cannot~do ~anY!hlng _ ~nly b~ more hate. ,Now 'f you
will excuse me, I am going to watch
about it.
As an UViSL student, I realize that Will & Grace.
there may Ie programs that I may not
Michele Landeau
agree witt. Example: while it may
come as a,hocker to some, I am not a
Senior
History
Republicm. I am willing to publicly

Transsexuals aren't an
abberant fringe in GLBT

.

In response to the article penned
by Charles Stadtlander, I am faced
with the decision to either baffle
myself as to his self-loathing and
derogatory attack on transgendered,
transsexual, and drag-performing
individuals or write this off as yet
another attempt at a political platform,
My greatest hope is that it is the
latter beeause we recently saw how
well he's doing in that arena anyway.
His assertion that the drag pelformers
and transgendered and transsexual
individuals are a fiinge group that display freakish behavior aberrant to the
gay community is interesting,
If this were the case, it would have
to be aberrant that the majority of the
gay-friendly, gay-owned, and gayoperated bars house regular drag
shows. It would have to be aberrant
I
that drag perfon1'1ers regtUarl take
part in andlor host at commwuty
charity events,
Before his initial and fervent
attack on drag, Charles \vas a regular
at many drag shows and even shared
a stage with Die!a Pepsi at a recent
Pride Celebration. It seems that his

also serve as walls which imprison,
and of how traditi.onal notions regarding the fotmdations of society are often
nothing more than antediluvian mores,
Gender role violations speak to the
value of questioning many other
assumptions held to be beyond
reproach
within
our
society
(Mollenkott, 2(01), yet drag shows
bring these issues to light in an entertaining format which both GLBT and
heterosexual audiences often enjoy,
It is this socio-political element,
combined with broad appeal, which
lends a drag show on a university canlpus bOtll educational value and
immense power. 111ere are those who
fear this sort of multicultural education, and, favoring the preservation of
ignorance, seek to defy the acquisition
of knowledge, particularly by the heterosexual majority.
Never be fooled by those who single out transgender persons (or others)

as belonging to a minority somehow
different, in terms of worth, marginalization, or vulnerability, from other
minority groups,
As multicultumlists Sue and Sue
(1999) observed, 'The sociopolitical
dynamics related to the U'eatment of
marginalized or oppressed groups in
our society share many similarities,
Prejudice, stereotyping, and discrimination
and
their' negative
effects" ,operate from a common
foundation with frightening effects"
(P,304),

Attempts to stratify minority
groups have but one common goal: to
segregate, divide, and then conquer.
Make no mistake: transgender rights
are but one of a long line of dominoes,
Ultimately, those eager to thwart
civil liberties are satisfied not when the
first domino faUs, but only when the
very last has finally been toppled,
I challenge any person to consider

Diversity Resolution

hateful political platfonn against drag
is largely based on Ius own past I
can't pretend to understand his reasoning and I celtainly can't pretend to
understand his attack on the individuals that put the 'T'in GLBT.
His tactics remind me a lot of the
earliest homophile organization in the
US, the Mattachine Society. The
Society based its movement toward
Civil Righl<; upon the as~umption that
you have to look and act like the preconceived stereotype to get the same
rights as the norm.
That may have worked well in the
1950s, but it hardly applies to the era
of Will & Grace. At any rate, Charles
wasn't at this year' drag show and he
has a very different recollection of
how last year's show went than I do,
He is obviously welcome to his
opinion and his perception, but I certainly hope that readers don' t assume
he holds a common ..iew among the
GLBT ornmunity. In fact I would go
$0 far as to say that he has placed himself fIrmly in the abermnt role this
time.
Toby Shorts

In response to last week's letter to
the editor, "Curator's Comments." We
do not need to focus on the statement
made by the curator; we need to focus
on the contents of the resolution. The
Diversity Resolution passed the
Student Government Association
(SGA) was in response to Curator
Wasinger's remark, but does not pertain to the curator himself nor specifically the Queer Theories course he
questioned.
The resolution defends the lights of
every program and course within
UM-Sl Louis. It is a diversity resolution. It protects the rights of every
organization from PRlZM to the
AccDtmting Club and every class from
Queer 1l1eories to Algebra.
The university policy reads
"nondiscriminatory relative to race,
religion, color, national origin, sex,
sexual orientation, age, disability or
tatus as a Vietnam-era eteran." This
resolution strengthens student support

Student Services Adviser
Student Life

where racial equality in the United
States would be today if dlose seeking
civil rights for persons of color had
given in to those members of their own
culture, themselves racial minority
members, who espoused an "assirnilationist" approach to equality.
What would life in 2006 look like
for racial minorities if earlier generations had been coerced by their own
members to blend in, quiet down, and
maintain the appearance of "nonualcy" which, in so many words, meant
making themselves as White as possible?
Was "selling out" the wing wherewith these groups ascended toward
equality? No, of course not. .. nor will
it ever be for gay, lesbian, bisexual, or
transgendered persons in the United
States.

Michael Rankins is a Assistant
Director of Student Life Resource
Centers,

for UM policies.
During the October 13, 2006 meeting of the SGA each member received
a copy of the resolution and the floor
was opened for discussion. If any representative was unclear as to what the
resolution was about they had ample
time to question it.
When discussion was closed and
the assembly voted the resolution
passed with only one negative vote.
Had the time been taken to read over
its contents, anyone would find that it
states "We, the students of the
University of Missouri, do bereby support the creation and sustainability of
diversity programming both inside and
outside of the classroom." Nowhere
does it personally attack Curator
Wasinger or the homophobic comments made,

William Smith
Freshman
Business Administration
SGA Parliamentarian

Ha ve something to say about the campus, the newspaper we publish, or about topics rele·
vant to students at UM·St. Louis? Write a letter to the editor. thecurrent@umsl.edu
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Amendment 2 supporters say it bans human cloning, but seNT is essentially the same thing
By HOLLY

SCHEIBEL

Guest Commentator

Lately a big topic of conversation is
emtryonic stern cell research, and
AIrendrnent 2, Those that support the
potwtial amendment to the Missouri
Coastitution would like people to
believe that cures for many illnesses and
d.U ases '.vill be found that exceed the
cures possible from adult stem cells.
Hollier, they are incorrect.
S m cells are the building blocks of
the
y and are found in many parts of
the J.cty. They grow and develop into
otheF cells. Stem cells present in
hum~ before birth are called embryonic
cells and stem cells after birth
are, refardless of age, adult stern cells.
Treatments for many illnesses come

sfm

from adult stem ceUs including
Parkinson's disease, diabetes, irnmune
defiCIencies, spinal cord injUlies, as well
as many others, with a current total of
65. The adult stem cells come from
umbilical cord blood. peripheral blood.
bone marrow, fat, as well as a number of
other tissues and organs. Using adult
stem cells is not controversial and is an
acceptable treatment.
However, using embryonic steni
cells for medical treatnlents is not beneficial. One of the ways to create embryonic stem cells in research is for
researchers go through the process
called Somatic Cell Nuclear Transfer
(SCNT), which means transferring a
body cell and placing it into an egg. The
SCNT process begins by removing an
egg from a woman's uterus. The nucle-

us and the genes are removed from the
egg-destroying a human egg- and
then replacetj by another cell, such as a
skin cell or a body cell. It becom a
cloned zygote and then a blastocyst.
Because embryos grow fast (because
humans grow wry quickly in the
womb), the embryo grows very quickly,
John Sherley, a researcher at !vUT,
has said that embryonic stem cells cause
tumors and cancers when injected into
buman tissue. These tumors metastaSize
and produce chemicals that adversely
affect parts of the body. Therefore, they
cannot be med to treat the problems that
patients have.
To acquire the eggs that are necessary, researchers remove eggs from
women, wluch is a very painful process,
To entice women to provide their eggs,

they can be paid. Some people argue
that the ame,ndment does not allow this,
however il does. III the fomth subsection of ection 2, it says:
"No person may, for valuable consideration, may purchase or sell human
blastocy u or eggs for [em cell
research or for stem cell therapies or
cures."
In this ' tion, "valuable consideration" allows for reimbursement for parts
of the SCNT procedure, _uch as:
removal of the egg, preservation. or
donation of egg , spell1l. or blmitocy t.<;
of the donor.
Women. e pecially those in lowincome families are VelY attracted by
this "easy" way of getting money,
though they are unaware of the pain and
suffering involved during the procedure

and the complications that are extremely common afterwards, such as: ovarian
cysts, infeltility, ovarian rupture, liver
and kidney failure, blood clots, stroke,
and even death.
The SCNT procedure was used on
Dolly, the sheep that was cloned in 1997
by British researchers, At first Dolly
seemed fine, yet she eventually bee,ame
obese and aged rapidly. living only six
years. If the cells med for Dolly were
defective and caused these problems,
what \\ill they do to humans?
If Amcndment 2 is passed,
researchers wiU be able to clone
humans and many are becoming aware
of this.
Though the amendment says that it
bans cloning, the amendment allows
SC~l, and therefore cloning. The

National Academy of Science defines
SCNT as cloning, and the American
Association for the Advancement of
Science has chosen "cloning" to
describe the product of nuclear transfer,
or SCNT. In addition, biotechnology .
companies have given up on researching embryonic stem cell research, as
there is little hope of any cures or treatmellt~; instead, they use adult stem
cells. If this amendment is passed, 49
articles in the Missouri constitution will
be changed, These changes are
extremely hard to reverse. Amendment
2 harms life at a very vulnerable stage;
it does not increase the quality of life.
Please protect life and vote no on
Amendment 2 on November 7.
Holly Scheibel is a sophomore
studying chemistl)' at UM-St. Louis.

Research Studies for Adults with Amblyopia
&

~hr Q:urrrnt
INVITE YOU AND
A GUEST TO A
SPECIAL SCREENING!
STOP BY THE CURRENT OFfiCES AT
388 MILLENNIUM STUDENT CENTER
TO PICK UP A COMPLIMENTARY
SCREENING PASS FOR TWO TO SEE
Posses ore a va ilable wh ile su pplies Jast. umit

You are invited to participate in research studies conducted at the
University of Missouri-St. Louis, College of Optometry and
Washington University School of Medicine.
In studies at UMSL (450 Marillac Hall) you will be asked to look at patterns on a
co mputer screen and make perceptual judgments. Study sessions last 1-2 hours
and 10-20 hours are needed to complete the study.
You will be paid $12.00 per hour of partiCipation.
In studies at WU (Neuro-Imaging Center) you will be asked to look at patterns on a
computer screen during a functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) brain
scan, Study sessions last 2 hours and 6-8 hours are needed to complete the study,
You will be paid $25.00 per hour of participation.
If you are age 18-60, have amblyopia ("lazy eye") and are interested in
partiCipating in either research study please contact:

Dr. Erwin Wong (Principal Investigator) at 314-516-6516 or wonge@umsl.edu

one (11 per bOU5ehold, Po!»•• o re limited.
Screening is overbooked to ensure capa city.

No phone calls please . No purcnase
nece>sory, Employee. of sponsors are ineligible.
This fi lm has been rated R for Violance, Same Graphic
Nudrty, SexlI01 Content. longuage and Same Drug Use.

OPENS FRIDAY, NO\[EMBER 10

College of

. tometry

.Washington
University in St.Louis
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
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ISSOURI
This election year has developed inJo one of the most contentious ill
recent MissOUl1 histDly. Wzth the battle raging beMeen Incumbent
Senator Jim Talent and democratic challenger Claire McCaskill, that
race appears to be going down to the wire. Missouri voters will also go
to the polls to decide if they want to raise taxes on cigarettes by 470 percent, by either voting yes or no on Arnerufment 3. Then there is the most
controversial decision voters of this state willlUlve to make, by voting
either yes or no on Amendment 2, an initiative that would support
embryonic stem cell research for cures of diseases.
In the following Mo pages, there are breakdowns of the major ballot
issues and elections in Missouri, as well as some of the races in Illinois
that affect the St. Louis area. For links to more infomUltion on these
elections and ballot issues, see WWW.tlzecllrrentonline .com.

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES - MISSOURI RACES

Mark Joseph Byrne
Rebulican Candidate

William "lacy" Clay
Democratic Incumbent

Congressman William "Lacy" Clay
was first elected to the United States
House of Representatives in the 2000
election.
The congressman is a member of
three committess on' Capital Hill, the
financial services committee, the committee on government reform and the
subcommittee on federalism and the
census.
Clay opposes the war in Iraq but
actively supports the efforts of the
armed services and says Americans
must honor the sacrifices of the men
and women in uniform.
His father, William Clay, also served
in congress.

Mark Joseph Byrne believes the
greatest issue confronting the Un~ed
States of America is the threat of terrorism. He supports the passage of the
Patriot Act, but is concerned about
potential abuses by the governrnent in
regards to invasion of privacy.
He supports the Bush Doctrine of
preemptive strikes to ensure the security of America.
Byrne is against abortion and
believes the best way to end them is to
educate and make more services available to women in need. He believes the
adoption process has too much red
tape and needs to be revamped. He
also favors expanding medical serivces.

3RD DISTRICT

George D. "Boots" Weber
Democratic Candidate

George D. Weber is a pro-life
democrat. He accepts .the Supreme
Court decision of Roe vs. Wade. He is
a member of Democrats for life and its
95-10 project, which aims to reduece
abortions by 95 percent in the next 10
years.
Weber believes government officials should be held to the highest of
ethical standards. He wants to see lim~ on gifts, favors and outside sources
of income while in office.
Foreign policy and decisions on
military actions should be made by the
president and congress, not just by
executive decis ion, according to
Weber.

William Todd Akin
Rebulican Incumbent

Congressman William Todd Akin is
a staunch supporter of President
George W. Bush.
He began his political career in
1988 after getting elected to the
Missouri House of Representatives. In
2000, Akin won the U.S. congressional primary by only 56 votes, but went
on to win the general election with 56
percent of the vote. He was re-elected
in 2004 with 65 percent of the vote.
Akin favored not signing the Kyoto
Accord, which was designed to limit
greenhouse emisions, but was felt by
President Bush and Akin to be detrimental to the American economy.

9TH DISTRICT

William l. Bertelsen
Republican Candidate

Russ Carnahan
Democratic Incumbent

Duane Neil Burghard
Democratic Candidate

Kenny Charles Hulshof
Republican Incumbent

tm

JIll
Congressman Russ Carnahan supports ethical stem cell research and
believes congress should take a proactive stance in providing lifesaving cures
for the American people.
Carnahan is fighting against the
methamphetamine problem, not just in
Jefferson County, but nation-wide. He
supports tightening restrictions on cold
med icines with feature pseudoephedrine, a key component in the
manufacture of meth.
Carnahan opposes drilling areas of
Alaska for oil and natural gas deposits.
He believes doing so would do nothing
to reduce America's dependence on
foreign oil.

Wi lliam L. Bertelsen believes the
war on terror is one America cannot
afford to lose. He believes the recent
storms in the st. Louis area demostrate
how underprepared the city is in the
face of a potential terrorist attacks and
more needs to be done to improve the
situation.
He believes Americans need to find
new sources of energy, such as biodiesel, ethanol and other "green"
forms of energy, while at the same time
realizing that America is dependent on
oil. He believes the country needs to be
open minded in its drilling policies to
find new deposits of oil, including off
American shorelines.

470 percent tax increase
looms with Amendment 3
The proposed constitutional
Amendment 3 would create a
"Healthy Future Trust Fund" that
would be used to "reduce and prevent tobacco use, to increase funding for healthcare access and treatment for eligible low-income individuals and Medicaid recipients,
and to cover administrative costs."
The trust fund would be funded
by a tax of 4 cents per cigarette and
20 percent on other tobacco products. This would be a 470 percent
increase on the cigarette tax per
pack.
The tax money is estimated to
generate $351 million to $499 million annually for tobacco control

programs and other services to be
included in the trust fund. These
funds , according to the amendment,
would be kept separate from general revenue and annually audited.
The fiscal impact for local government is unknown.
,

•
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Amendment 3
would raise taxes
on a pack of cigarettes in Missouri by
470 percent?

Duane Neil Burghard believes in
light of the record-breaking profits of
the oil companies in the last year, lawmakers should take action to make sure
the companies are not making the
money at the American public's
expense.
Burghard says lawmakers must
keep in open mid when debating scientific advances in any number of areas.
These include advances in climate control, stem cell research and space
exploration.
He says' republicans are supposed
to be fiscally responsible, but thus far
have spent more money than the country is taking in at this time.

Congressman Kenny Hulshof
believes marriage should be defined as a
union between a man and a woman,
and the only way to protect that institution is to pass a const~tional amef)dment to that affect.
The congressman believes that
America must use every means at its disposal to protect its citizens frorn terrorist
attack. This includes using diplomatic,
economic and military options as well as
using intelligence and law enforcement
agencies.
Hulsfof is a firm supporter of the
recent tax cuts that came from President
George W. Bush's administration and
believes they help the economy.

Looking beyond Amendents 2 and 3
While Amendments 2 and 3
have received much media attention, here ·are two other amendments and one proposition that will
impact Missourians, too.
Amendment 6 would exempt
taxation from real and personal
property used or held for nonprofit
purposes or activities of veterans'
organizations.
Amendment 7 would prevent
statewide elected officials from
recei ving a state pension if they are
convicted of a felony while in
office or if they are removed from
office for misconduct or after
impeachment.
The amendment also would
require a two-thirds majority vote
of the General Assembly to change
or disapprove salary recommendations of the Missouri Citizens'

Official ballot
language of
Amen ent 2
Editor's note: In Missouri,
Amendment 2, an initiative supporting embryonic stem cell research, has
garnered not only the most local
attention, but coru;iderable amounts
of national recognition as well. With
the current controversy surrounding
Senate Candidate Oair McCaskill's
advertisement featuring
actor
Michael 1. Fox bringing even more
attention to this heated debate, The
Current feels it is important to show
the actual ballot language to clear the
air about what Amendment 2 actually '
says. Below is the official ballot language for the controversial issue.

2ND DISTRICT

1ST DISTRICT

ECIDE

Commission on Compensation for
Elected Officials.
Proposition B would raise the
state minimum wage from $5.15
per hour to $6.50 per hour or to the
federal minimum wage rate if that
rate is higher. The minimum wage
will then be increased or decreased
in future years based on changes in
the Consumer Price Index.

You can find more
information on the
upcoming election at
www.thecurrentonline.com? Links are
provided for many of
the issues and candidates.

Be it resolved by the people of the
state of Missouri that the Constitution
be amended:

One new section is adopted by
adding one new section to be known
as section 38(d) of Article III to read
as follows:
Section 38(d). I . This section shall
be known as the " Missouri Stem Cell
Research and Cures Initiative."
2. To eru;ure that Missouri patients
have access to stem cell therapies and
cures, that Missouri researchers can
conduct stem cell research in the
state, and that all such research is conducted safely and ethically, any stem
cell research pemritted under fedei-al
law may be conducted in .tvlissouri,
and any stem cell therapies and cures
pennitted under federal law may be
provided to patients in Missouri, subject to the requirements of federal law
and only the following additional
"limitations and requirements! ~ • .
~l) No person may . clone or
attempt to clone a human being.
(2) No hwnan blastocyst may be
produced by fertilization solely for
the purpose of stem cell research_
(3) No stem cells may be taken
from a human blastocyst more than
fourteen days after cell division
begins; provided, however, that time
during which a blastocyst is frozen
does not count against the fourteenday limit.
(4) No person may, for valuable
consideration, purchase or sell human
blastocysts or eggs for stem cell
research or stem cell therapies and
cures.
(5) Human blastocysts and eggs
obtained for stem cell research or
stem cell therapies and cures must
have been donated with voluntary
and informed consent, documented in
writing.
(6) Human embryonic stem cell
research may be conducted only by
persons that, within 180 days of the
effective date of this section or otherwise prior to commencement of such
research, whichever is later, have
(a) provided oversight responsibility and approval authority for such
research to an embryonic ~tem cell
research oversight committee whose
membership includes representatives
of the public and medical and scientific experts;
(b) adopted ethical standards for
such research that comply with the
requirements of this section; and
(c) obtained a determination from
an Institutional Review Board that
the research complies with all applicable federal statutes and regulations
that the Institutional Review Board is
responsible for administering.
(7) All stem cell research and all
stem cell therapies and cures must be
conducted and provided in accordance with state and local laws of
general applicability, including but
not limited to laws concerning scientific and medical practices andpatient
safety and privacy, to the extent that
any such l'lws do not (I) prevent,
restrict, obstruct, or discourage any
stem cell research or stem cell .therapies and cures that are pemritted by
the provisions of this section other
than this subdivision (7) to be conducted or provided, or (li) create disincentives for any person to engage in
or otherwise associate with such
research or therapies and cures.
3. Any person who knowingly and
willfully violates-in this state subdivision (1) of subsection 2 of this section
commits a crime and shall be punished by imprisonment for a period of
up to fifteen years or by the imposition of a fine of up to two hundred
fif,ty thousand dollars, or by both.
Any person who knowingly and willfully violates in this state subdivisions

(3) of subsection 2 of this sec0I'l\'1t:0rmllllts a crime and shall be .
PUI1lf~E~ by imprisonment for a perito ten years or by the impoa fine of up to one hundred
UJV'JMJ.I,l dollars, or by both. A civil
be brought against any
knowingly and \villfully
this state any of subdivi(6) of subsection 2
and the state in such
entitled to a judgment
civil penalty of up to
UN'U"'f.JU dollars per violation,
~g,orgj~me:nt of any finanfrom such violaenjoining any further
The attorney general
ex.clusive right to bring
for such violation.
action shall be the
the alleged violation

prepare an annual
of the human
used in, and the
conducted ·
year, and ,
lAJJlJjJJ"lJJ,~ with subdivi-

wise gain access to
repOit shall not
confidential lilC;WLill,
other information.

Amendment 2 stri
Iy prohibits human
cloning and the
ing and selling of
human blastocysts
and eggs? It strictly
limits research to
what state and federallaw deems
acceptable.
and make available a separate
concerning that same research. A
action may be brought against
institution, hospital, other
other person that fails to
make available the report or
the Secretary of State how the
may obtain copies of or UUJ,"'''H~<O
gain access to the report, and
in such action shall be <OllUlU,,/-JIP->
sole remedy to an "tti.rmoti,,'p . r!il
tion requiring such inStitutiOl1,\JjOSllital, other entity, or other
prepare and make available
or inform the Secretary of
the public may obtain or "th.. ,.l.,no ..
gain access to the report. The
general shall have the exclusive
to bring a civil action for such
tion.

therapies and ~ures as a means
inhibiting lawful stem celll<O<!'O<U\,U
stem cell therapies and cures, no
or local governmental body or
shall eliminate, reduce, deny, or withhold any public funds provided or eligible to be provided to a person that
(i) lawfully conducts stem cell
research or provides stem cell therapies and cures, allows for such
research or therapies and cures to be
conducted or provided on its premises, or is otherwise associated with
such research or therapies and cures,
but (ii) receives or is eligible to
receive such public funds for purposes other than such stem cell-related
activities, on account of, or otherwise
for the purpose of creating disincentives for any person to engage in or
otherwise associate with, or preventing, restricting, obstructing, or discouraging, such stem cell-related
activities.
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What you need to know

before voting on the

LLINOIS

ALLOT

Incumbent
hopes education
reform will lead
him down the
road to
re-election

R

od Blagojevich is riding on a
ticket destined for ' education
reform, including a $6 billion
investment to Illinois schools over the
next four years if he wins the governor's race this November.
While the governor is leading in
early gallup polls over Republican
opponent Judy Baar Topinka, the
state's treasurer, the lead is slim.
According to Rasmussen Reports,
an electronic publishing fum specializing in the collection, publication, 'and
distribution of public opinion polling
information, the mid-October polls
show Blagojevich leading with 44 per- .
cent to Topinka's 36 percent
If re-elected, Blagoje\~ch wants to
continue what he did during his first
term in office, namely, increase funding to schools throughout the state.
In his $6 billion promise to state
schools, his goal aims to "increase the
foundation level, mandated categoricals, school construction, uni versal
preschool and a host of new programs
and ideas targeted specifically at helping underachieving students and
schools improve," according to his
Web site, www.rodforillinois.com.
While he does not expect to win the
lottery to raise $6 billion, but the lottery will be important in keeping his
carnpaign,prornise.
It(When the· State of Illinois created
the lottery iii 1975, legislators suggested that the 'game would create a funding source for inequities in funding
schools, but since that time, very little
of that money has been used excluo
sively, according to Blagojevich.
The governor point~ this out as a
failed promise to taxpayers over the
last 30 years.
According to his campaign Web
site, ''V'nder this proposal, the illinois
Lottery would either enter into a long-
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term lease with a
pri vate entity or
conduct
an
Initial Public
Offering that
would generate approximately $10
billion
in
proceeds." .
The lease
in his plan
would specifically pro~de $4
billion to be placed
toward the $6 billion
plan
Besides
education
reform, Blagoje~ch lists the
following goals on his campaign Web site for this year's
election:
• To protect our priorities of
education, health care and public
safety while not passing on additional
costs of government to middle class
and working families.
• To pass "Preschool for All,", a
program to offer preschool to all children, regardless of family income.
• To pass and sign a jobs bill for
capital improvements.
• To create a tax crectit of$I,OOO for
every freshman and sophomore who
attends a college or univeffiity in
illinois.
• To create the Veterans Care program.

• To reinstate the assault weapons
ban in illinois.
• To require a 90-percent capture of
mercury by 2009,
• To create a $500 sales tax rebate
to anyone who buys fuel-efficient cars
in Illinois.
• To increase the number of treatment centers for meth addiction.

Race for
Illinois
governor
•
·rema1nS
close as
election
nears

Blagojevich
has
served as the governor of illinois since
2003. Before that, he
served as a U.S. representative beween 1997
and 2003 as well as a
state representative from
1193 to 1997.
Injonnation gathered
from wl-m·. mdforillillOis.col1l

Treasurer's
.
campaIgn
centers on
proposal to
rescue state
budget

J

udy Baar Topinka ha~ been
singing her own rendition of
'Rescue Me' during her campaign, as she has outlined a four-year
rescue plan for the state's budget.
Topinka, who is in no way out of
the race to choose the next governor
of illinois, trailing only 8 'percent
behind current governor Rod
Blagojevich.
Topinka has spent most of her
time on the campaign trail focusing
on her proposal to fix the state's $10
million budget deficit (which independent reports have labeled as the
worst in the nation) without raising
taxes during the next four years.
The money would be used for
schools, road constriction, building
safe and modem classrooms and
public safety.
Topinka plans to raise the money
through budget cuts and by establishing a land-based casino in
Chicago. In addition, Illinois' other
nine existing casinos will be allowed
to purchase additional gaming positions. Her plan could potentially
build up $5 billion for taxpayers over
the next four years.
On her Web site, wwwjudyforgov,com, she lists other highlights of
the plan besides her promise of no
tax increases. The plan's possiblities
include:
• Billions in budget cuts including pork projects in the state budget
and political jobs.
• Full funding of state pension
obligations.
• Gas tax relief in the form of
Topinka's proposal to cap the sales
tax on gas at $2.50
• $2 billion road program to
expand and maintain Illinois roads,
bridge: and state facilities.
• $3 billion to build new safe and

modem classrooms throughout
Illinois,
• Tuition relief for students at colleges and universities, in addition to
$950 million for higher education
entities throughout the state of
illinois,
Her unprecedented four-year
funding plan calls for $8.2 billion in
new money for education in addition
to funding a $3.3 billion contribution
to teachers' pensions.
Another $3 million would be used
for building safer and more modem
classrooms in illinois schools.
Her pledge to higher standards
also invovles creating a P-20
Council, a committee consisting of
state education leaders, who would
coordinate all levels of education
and start the process of aligning state
education programs.
Topinka promises one oe the first
objectivesof the P-20 council would
be to create a "rigorous" core curriculurn for students in illinois.
The state treasurer's gas relief tax
will also be an issue voters will be
watching. Along with Illinois ha~g
the largest budget deficit, the state
has one of the nation's highest gas
prices.
Her relief tax "includes a phaseout of the state's sales tax on gas
beginning at $2 per gallon and a total
cap above $2.50 per gallon," according to her Web site.
A special legislative session to
address the gas tax, or a sales tax holiday for gas were options she is considering.
Topinka has been state treasurer
since 1995. She has also served in
the state senate and house of representatives.
Illfonnatiun gathered from
www.jufiyjorgov.com

U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES -ILLINOIS RACES - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

17TH DISTRICT

Philip G. Hare
Democratic Candidate

18TH DISTRICT

Andrea Lane Zinga
Republican Candidate

Steve Waterworth
Democratic Candidate

19T1t DISTRICT

Ray laHood
Republican Incumbent

Danny Stover
Democratic Candidate

em
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• Philip Hare has worked with CUfrent Congressman Lane Evans, to
ensure that veterans get the benefits
they deseNe, that southern Illinois
farmers get the assistance they need
and that ·all families have access to
quality healthcare.
He supports a balanced Social
Security plan for guaranteed benefits
for not only the people relying on
those benefits today but also for those
future generations that can share
those same benefits.
Hare is opposed to any form of privatizing Social Security.
In terms of prescription drug costs,
Hare would like to scrap the current
prescription bill and rewrite it in plainer language that is easier to understand for users.
Hare promises to fight for an extension of Unemployment Insurance
Benefits for workers who have lost
their jobs.
Hare also wants to make sure
National Guardsmen and women and
ReseNists have a job to come home to
after their seNice is complete.

Andrea Zinga ran for representative two yeaf5 ago. This time, she
comes to the race with the goal to
keep jobs in the district, as she sees
the district's jobs leave the area along
with the employees.
She is a supporter of agricultural
research and development since so
many other world powers are
increasing jobs in those areas, too.
Improving transportation access
and usage in the 17th District is an
important issue for her as is keeping
the renewed interest in energy
sou rces, including ethanol, E85,
biodiesel and wind power, alive and
growing. Zinga believes alternative
energy sources will be beneficial to
the region's farmers.
Since tax credits were put into
the recently passed Energy Bill, for
solar energy and hybrid vehicles, she
questions why the credits should not
be made permanent
Finally, she does not support a
timetable for troop withdrawal in the
Middle East until the Iraqi people are
able to defend themselves safely.

John Shimkus
Republican Incumbent

<fA
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Steve Waterworth has grown
up in the 18th District and says he
knows the area well.
If he is elected, he wil! tackle
issues such as penaliazing companies that take their jobs to nations
where the workers are little more
than slaves doing dirty, manual
work.
He also proposes to impose a
national sales tax on most retail
transactions. He believes the
-income from the tax would be
used to subsidize National Health
Care for all Americans, allOWing
jobs to stay in the country, property taxes to decrease since taxpayers would not longer be paying for
health care for teachers or government employees.
In terms of education, he
believes in less control of the government in educations through
programs like the "No Child Left
Behind" Act
As for abortions, Waterworth
believes making them illegal
would be irresponsible.

Ray LaHood has seNed in
Congress since 1995 and says he
has fought for the interests of centrall!linois farmers, been pro business and has managed to assist
rural communities on important
water, sewer and other infrastructure projects.
LaHood recognizes agriculture
as the comerstone of the region's
economy and he has worked to
promote the production and use
of ethanol and biodiesel fuels. He
has helped bring six ethanol plants
to the region.
He also supports transportation infrastructure funding and has
sponsored legislation to support
tourism in the district.
On the war in Iraq, LaHood
supports Bush's direction and has
voted for all war appropriations,
He believes the costs of the war
have been worth it
LaHood has also worked with
legislation to increase border
patrol in terms of security and
safety of the country.

"'To see which district you belong to, go to www.rhecurrentonline.com

Danny Stover has seNed more
than 30 yeaf5 in education and
public seNice.
In terms of crime, he supports
"drug courts" as a needed rehabilitative strategy in the war on
drugs and increased penalties for
repeat offenders.
He supports a military with
policies that adequately fund high
quality, effective personnel, supplies, equipment and weapons
that protect our troops.
He supports federal assistance
for college education and the
development of national standards for pu blic education.
He also believes the minimum
wage should be raised closer to a
living wage since the wage has
not changed since 1997.
In Iraq, he believes a new democratic govemment is unlikely and
that American troops should finish
their job with honor.
He also opposes privitzation of
social security and is against government corruption of the system.

John Shimkus was fi rst elected
in 1996 to the House of
Representatives.
This year, he is tackling issues,
including crime. He believes
minors accused of a violent crime
should be prosecuted as adults
and supports programs to provide
prison inmates with vocational
and job-related skills and jobplacement assistance when they
are released.
In education, Shimkus supports national standards for and
testing of public school students
and is for allowing parents to use
vouchers (equal opportunity schol·
arships) to send their children to
any public school.
He also favors an increase to
fundi ng programs such as Pell
grants and Stafford loans to help
students pay for college.
In terms of Social Security, he
would like to see workers be
allowed to invest a portion of their
payroll tax in private accounts
which they manage themselves.
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Student groups' Halloween dance
benefits global aid organization

Partying against poverty:
By SARAH O'BRIEN

- ---

Sta!fWriter
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Who knew partying could help prevent poverty?
A benefit dance party was held in the
Pilot House on Friday Oct 27 from 5
p.m. until 8 p.m. Organizations including U1v1-St Louis' Biological Society,
Chemistry Club and Pre-Med Club
threw the benefit bash in an effort to
help raise funds for Heifer IntemationaL
Heifer International is an organization that fights against poverty by working "within communities to empower
disaster swvivors with the economic
means," according to the company's
Web site, wwwheifeLorg. The organization offers livestock, training and other
resources to the survivors for them 10
"rebuild their families, their neighborhoods and their hope for sustainable
futures .
According to the Web site, Heifer

International aims to stop hunger permanently by creating a farming lifestyle for
the families accepting donations, "as
opposed to merely bandaging the wound
of poverty."
The program, which reaches over
120 countries and millions of families
worldwide, provide.s livestock to these
communities in need and those receiving the donations help others by donating the offspring of their animals to
other communities and families in need.
The $S charged for admission into
the party will be donated to this nonprofit organization in order to buy animals that will be sent to disaster survivors.
The party not only offered an outlet
student">
to
help
Heifer
for
Intemational's quest to end poverty, but
they also enjoyed dancing, a costume
contest, games and a movie. DrdCula
2000 played on the big screen while students drank: soda and water and

munched on candies that were provided
to them in cups on the tables.
"We worked hard on the party to
make it good for the students, it goes for
a great cause too," Mark Petty, senior,
biology, said.
The "hard work" showed in the Pilot
House's Halloween decorations that
heavily covered the room. "We spent
about $900 total for the party," Jeanel1e
Guenther, senior, biology, said.
However, there was some disappointment in the turnout for the party
and during the event Petty said he hoped
more students would show up.
Despite the low turnout, Karlien Ter
Meulen, sophomore, pre-medicine,
showed up to attend her fLrst Halloween
parry. Hailing from the Netherlands, and
dressed as a combination of angel and
devil, she said HaJloween is not celebrated where she lives. "I didn't know
what to expect or· what to wear," she
said.

Matt Johnson • P6oro Edilor

Matt Hull, senior, anthropology, rides a tricycle as Kareen lIyas
looks on in the Pilot House Friday night during the Heifer
International Halloween party.
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Spooky? Silly? Sexy?

Halloween
costumes
aren't just
for kids
By

STEPHANIE SOLETA

Sta1JWriter

\Vho says kids are the only ones
who get to dress up at Halloween?
Adults can have fun disguising themselves this Halloween as well. The
toughest part of creating a great costume is fITSt figuring out what the costume should be. These costume ideas
for men and women are fang-lastic!

TOP 10

Costumes for men:

Reasonsto

The Beer Keg

Love the
Cardinals

Heading to a costume party,
guy ? The beer keg costume is perfect for guy who are looking to get
a lot of laughs for their costume,

The Superhero

1. st. Louis is rated

#1
for baseball fans almost
every year by some
newspaper.

"Vhile superheroes are usually
associated with children, adults can
have fun dressing up like them as
welL Guys who are looking to save a
danlsel in distress should consider
this costume choice for Halloween.

2. Yadi, Yadi, Yadi!! Can
you say clutch performer?
3. Brand spankin' new
ballpark. Sure we love
the old Busch Stadium,
but the new one kicks
butt!

The Toga

Pedaling Passion

4. Albert Pujols.

What
else is there to say? Oh,
well maybe MVP1! I

5. The Clydesdales. How
cool is it to see those
beautiful majestic horses
prancing inside Busch
Stadium. They make
everyone feel like a kid
again.
6.

Jeff Weaver. So
maybe he sucked before,
but now he is a stud.
Who would have
thought?

7. Turkey legs. Yes that
is right, you can eat a
turkey leg inside the
ba llpark while watching
the game. Kind of
medieval.
8. Adam Wainwright
The lore of Cardinal history will remember the
cosmic curve ball that
froze Carlos Beltran to
close out the NLCS.
WOW! I
9. Tony LaRussa. Genius.
10. That's a winner,
folks. We won the World
Series!! Thats right,
believe it, 2006 World
Champions I
If you think you have a great
idea for the next top ten list,
send your top ten. idea idea
to us:
thecurrent@umsl .edu

Federally-funded Ferguson program promotes bicycling

Who can forget the famous toga
party from Animal House? This costume is terrific for guys who are
looking for a traditional costume this
year.

The Monster
Like blood? A ghastly monster
should satisfy a guy's gory side.
Monster costumes are a good idea
for guys who want to frighten some
people this Halloween.

The Man in Uniform
By BRIAN

E.

Fireman/Policeman: What
woman can resist a man in uniform?'
A hunlcy fireman or policeman is
sure to attract the ladies at any
Halloween gathering.

OLIVER

Stajf\'(Iriter

While most staff and students have seen the
bicycle racks in front of the north entrance of
the Millennium Student Center, many people
do not realize where these racks came from or
realize they cost UM-St Louis nothing.
Eighty percent of the cost of these bicycle
racks came from a Federal. Highway
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Grant
used in part by Martin Pion, who helped develop the Ferguson RLKE. Project, and the
remaining 20 percent came from Dr. John
Sweet
The Ferguson RI.KE. Project began in .
2001. It is supported primmuy by a Federal
Highway Administrations Grant.
Its primary aim is to improve the air quality
in the area by encouraging Ferguson residents
and students and staff at UM-St. Louis to bicycle instead of using cars.
To help encourage this transition, Pion
teamed with Sweet to build bike racks in the St
Louis area. Sweet has been treasurer of the St.
Louis Regional Bicycling Foundation since its
inception in 2000 and said one of the goals of
the foundation has been to try to get the StLouis region to be more accommodating for
bicyclists.
He said he donated the funds for the UMSt. Louis bicycle racks because "I would hope
that UMSL students wonld take up bicycling in
a big way."
In addition, Pion also began offering bicycling education courses whose aim was to provide participants \vith the knowledge and
expertise to ride safely and proficiently on the
roads of St Louis.
Pion's course consists of four classes with
12 hours of training, The first two classes

Costumes for women:
The Witch
The witch costume is a really fun
idea. A lot of creepy makeup, a long
black wig and long green fmgemails
can transform even the most demure
lady into a cackling horror.

The French Maid
This costume is for the ladies who
. aren't afraid to get a little dirt under
their nails. Always a classic, the
French maid outfit is 5UIe to be a hit at
any costume party this year.

The Schoolgirl
.

Came Fasiskae i&« wle PholO&lilor

David Anson, senior, psychology, locks up his bike in front of the Millennium
Student Center Thursday. The new bike racks were funded mostly through a
federally·funded grant for a Ferguson program that promotes bicyling.

Britney Spears made this outfit a
classic, and it can also be a splendid
Halloween costume. Add some braided pigtails for a finishing touch.

The Cocktail Bunny
involve four hours of classroom sessions using
material developed by the League of American
Bicyclists. These classes are followed by two
on-bike sessions of about four hours each.
Several UM-St. ' Louis faculty and staff
have participated in the program. Pat Tansey
who works at UM-St. Louis as a systems SUJr
port analyst specialist took t1ie course in 2001.
At the time; he had been cycling with a friend
and got involved to encourage his friend and
hone his skills.
He said that involvement in the program

"improved my road awareness for cycling and
improved my confidence on the road."
Harold Harris, professor of chemistry,
became involved in the program this year
when he heard it was being run by Pion.
"I know he is a long tenn bicycle commuter," Harris said. "When r heard he was
involved, I figured it would be high quality and
it has been."

-------- --------

See BICYCLING, page 14

It's not exactly a classic rendition of
Peter Cottontail, but the cocktail bunny
costwne is an excellent costume
choice. What guy can resist a girl in
heels and bunny ears?

The Sexy Nurse
Guys like unifoDJ]s as much as girls
do! Nurse costumes have alw~s been
a sexy Halloween staple, and c3I) be
paired with a doctor or surgeon cos- '
tume for a couples costume party.
I

I
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a Change
After over 2800 Am erican deaths, over 21,000 Am erican wounded and
$330 b~llion sp ent, the war in Iraq rages on with no end in sight.
After $100 billion
. dollars spent on missle defense, we have a

flawed system that has no demostrated defense capability.
~hile

hundreds of billions of dollars are being spent on meaningless
or cruel military projects, 46 million U.S.citizens have

no health insurance and 18% of America's children live in poverty.
With the upcoming elections for the U.S. Senate & Congress, we the
undersigned call for a change in our govern~ent's vision and priorities.
It is time for real change.

Adorers of the Blood of
Christ--Justice & Peace Office
Susan Alan
Martha Alderson
Jim & J'Ann Allen
Ponehita A. Argieard
Ponehita Argieard
Dorothy Armbruster
Kriss Avery
Andy & Paula Ayers
Mike Baldwin
Linda Barbier Bularzik
Kurt Bauer
Francis Baumli
Joyce Becherer
John Bell
Harry & Nancy Berndt
Joyce & Steve Best
Alicia Best
Joan Botwinick
Ronice Branding
Michael Brockland
Susie Brown
Lynnea Brumbaugh
Brad Cavanagh
Teka Childress
Phoebe A. Cirio
Byron & Beatrice Clemens
Anna Clemens
Carol Colligan, CoL
William T. Collins
Mildred L. Connors
Kathy Corley

Winston Hsieh
Roberta Hudlow
Erik Jacobs
Sophia Jacobs
Rod Johnson
Carlos G. Jove
Ian J ove
RK Kalz
Ann Karasek
David Kaskowitz
Mike Kaufman
.J anet Kennedy
David Kiamaresh
Julie Kidwell
Charles & Joan Kindleberger
David & Daborah Kopacz
Pat J. Krippner
Ken Krippner
Bill Lambros
Rick & Rita LaMonica
Tedford P. Lewis
Margaret Lewis
Niels Lindwig
Marilyn Lorenz
Mary Lutz
William Madosky
John Hickey
Jonathan March
David Hildebrand
.
Leila Marquis
Margaret HIlpert
.
.
.
I
M
H
SL
Cathenne
Marqms-Homeyer
Gab ne ary oare,
·Me1·lssa Mars h a,
11 M.D.
Sh aron & W arren H 0 ffm an Walt
er & Mona Mason
P~mela Hosler .
Dottie McClelland
Rich Howard-WIllms
Rev. Robert McClelland
Rich Howard-Willms
Sharon McClint on

Julie Dougherty
Nancy Durbin
Jung Echols
Ruth Ehresman
Rose Ehresman
Joann Eng-Hellinger
Jim Felling
Joel Ferber
Dan & Luisa Flynn
Linda Fried
David Gaither
Rev. James F. Geoke, SJ
Richard & Barbara
Gercken
Ian Gerrie
Barb Glazer
Mike Goeke
Lara Grankh
Percy Green
Charles Guenther
Brian Hammond
Eli Hankirson
Jean E. Hart
Catherine Hartrich
Daniel Hellinger

Mary McDaniel
Kyle McGreer
Pat McHughs
Michael T. McPhearson
M'Evie Mead
Barbara Meeker
Sr. Stephanie Mertens, ASC
Sheila Michaels
Middleton-Helmsings
Jennifer Miller
Richard & Carol Mock
Mary J. Mondello
Mary Ann Nye
Angie O'Gorman
Rep. Jeanette Matt Oxford
Ann Perkins
Elizabeth Ann Perkins
Sharon A. Plankenhorn
Donald R. Quest
Fredric Raines
Bill Ramsey
Cathy Rauch
Lori Reed
Robert Reinhold
Michael Renner
Ann M. Repetto
Dr. Jim Rothwell
Jack Rowe
Pete Sandoval
Jackie Sehirn
David G.F. Schmidt
E.P. & Ruth K, Schwartz
Ruth Shaw

Catherine A. Shinn
Stacy Simmons
Betsy & John Slosar
Bruce E. Smith
Mike Snider
Steve Solomon
Fran Sontag
Fran Sontag
Joe Squillace
Greg Stevens
Carla Mae Streeter,O.P.
Joan Suarez
Mar.ion Sudvarg
Famce Sudvarg
Abbe Sudvarg, M.D.
Mary & Howard Sutherland
Robert L. Swearingen
Andrew Tetzlaff
John Samuel Tieman, Ph.D.
Mary Beth Tinker
Rev. Rebecca Turner
Carl E. Van Alstine
Sasha Vine
Hannah Vine
Jane Von Kaenel
Debbie Vrabel
Zara R. Walden
David Weinkauff
Bryan L. Westmoreland
Robert Wilcox
Agnes Wilcox
Carol Wright
Geoff Zimmerman
Jennifer Zimmerman

Do you agree
with this
statement?
Would you
like to a dd your
name?
Visit our

website at
peaceeconomy project.com

and
you can!

Peace Econonty Project
438 N. Skinker Blvd. I St. Louis, MO 63130
Phone: (314) 726-6406 I Fax: (314) 726-6427
email: pep@peaceeconomyproject.org
www.peaceeconomyproject.org
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AT THE TOUHILL

Photos by Carrie F asiska • ASIocl'llr,· P!<o;o fdilor

A&E ON CAMPUS

Pop singer Nick Lachey sings a song off his new album "What's Left of Me" during his
performance on Thursday, Oct. 26 at the Touhill Performing Arts Center_

Now-Nov. 30:
"Influences in Japanese
Traditional Pottery" pottery exhibit at the
Mercanti le Library.

Hotter than98 degrees
Nick Lachey entertains crowd during frrst solo tour

Now-Jan. 5: "Point-ofView: Think Tank" photo
exhibit at the Public
Policy Research Center.

By

Oct. 31: Haunted Garage
at 6 p.m. at the Catholic
Newman Center.

Nov. 3: Friends of Bob
and Tom comedy at 7:30
p.m. at the Touhill.

Rembeti ka Greek music
(Cen ter for International
Studies) at 8 p.m. at the
Touhill.
Nov. 4: Ariana String
Quartet Beethoven
Concert at 7:30 p.m. at
the Touhill
Nov. 4-7: 'Both Sides'
Political Film Fest on
Nov. 4 from 3-10 p.m .
and Nov. 5-7 from 9a.m.
-1Qp.m .
Nov. 6: Kathy Griffin
comedy at 8 p.m . at the
Touhill.

TOP iTUNES
DOWNLOADS
1. My love - Justin
Timberlake featuring T.I.
2, Smack That - Akon

3. Fergalicious - Fergie
4. lips of an Angel Hinder
5. White & Nerdy "Weird AI" Yankovic
6. Chasing Cars - Snow
Patrol
7. Welcome to the Black
Parade - My Chemical
Romance
8. Too Little, Too Late Jojo
9. Maneater - Nelly
Furtado
10. Money Maker Ludacris

-- -

--

Only by attending a Nick Lachey concert can
one appreciate what it is like to be a 16-year-old girl
again and have her life be consumed by a music idol
that she has devoted her heart and soul to.
Fans willing to pay nearly $50 for tickets to see
Nick Lachey live got a .",hole lot more than what
they paid for.
His "\Vhat's Left of Me" tour, named after his
latest album. rolled through St. Louis Thursday
night and stopped at a venue that may seem surprising, in that his pop songs would seem unlikely to
cater to the theater's usual audience. That venue was
the Touhill Performing Arts Center on campus.
\\llile he apologized for holding his concert on
the same night as the World SeIies game playing in
town . audience members did not mind, especially
since he gave updates on the game's progress in
between songs.
.
Throughout the hour and a half long concert, the
sold-out crowd, comprised of mostly anxious
teenage girls and college women along \,1th a handful of their fathers and boyfriends they dragged
along. was on its feet the entire time.
Lachey 's seemingly never-ending enthusiasm
throughout the pertormance showed that he cared
abotIt what he W1l5 s inging. The females in the audiences fell under his spell when a lucky few in the
front row were able to touch his hand.
However, nothing compared to the jealousy of
Ladley's fans when he came out into the audience
and sang to Angie Ecker, of St. Louis, who was left
almost speechless after a reporter asked about her
experience.
"I feel like the luckiest woman in the audience.
I'm going to remember it a long time," she said
before running off to call her husband.
Most live performers sound nothing like they do
on their albums thanks to' technology that makes
their voice sound flawless. However, Lachey carries

Pumpkin Carving Contest
at 7 p.m. at the Catholic
Newman Center.

Campus Rec's Texas
Hold'em poker tournament at 7 p.m. at the
Provincial House.

-

Desig ll Editor

Oct. 30: Monday Noon
Series: Reading by John
Dalton, novelist and UMSt Louis English professor
at 12:15 p.m. atJ.c.
Penney Room 229.

Nov. 2: The University
Jazz Ensemble will be
perfonming at 7:30 p.m.
at the Touhill.

PAUL HACKBARTH

------~---

(ABOVE) Nick
Lachey holds
a fan's hand
during his
sold out
concert at the
Touhill. During
the concert,
Lachey came
out into the
audience and
sang to one
female audience member.

(RIGHT)
Lachey performed at the
Touhill as part
of his first
solo tour
titled, "What's
Left of Me,"
after his most
recent album.

just as good a tune as he does on his sophomore
album, ''What's Left of Me," released last May,
especially during his performance of "I Can't Hate
You Anymore" and "Outside Looking In."
While not his genre, Lachey and his band were
able to pull off a rendition of the acoustic and eleCtric sounds of Led Zepplin's "Ramble On."
Including Zepplin in his repertoire may seem out of
character for Lachey but, as he said, "Being on your
own tour is nice because it means you can do whatever the heck you want to
Nick Lachey's
do."
Even his banter in
'Whafs Left of 'Me' between sets was breathtaking. Who knew that
Concert Tour
Nick Lachey was a
romantic~ Before singing
more love songs off his
first solo album, appropriately named "SoulO,"
released in November
2003, Nick swore he
would find love again,
declaring "I will fall in
love tonight and it rllight
just be here in St Louis."
It was a saying about
the weather. however,
that really got cbeers from .the crowds, when
Lachel' said, ''1 teU you, it's chilly outside but jt't>
sure as heU hot inside here with all these beautiful
women."
The audience was so enthralled \Vith the pop star
that almost every one of them had their camera
phones poised and ready. The luckier ones got photos of him taking off his button-down shirt, revealing his tank top. However, security guards were tirelessly trying to tell fans sneaking down for a closer
look to return to their seats, but most did not listen.
His first solo tour wa, a success, meaning that
not only should he come back to St Louis more
often, but the Touhill should start booking more pop
stars like Nick Lachey.

*****

A&E ON CAMPUS

'Energy' exhibit depicts the
beauty of light, time and life
---..-.-

By MABEL SUEN
. -..-.-.-.-----.... .-.....--.----.-.----Features Editor

Energy is synonymous with power and C3l1
come from anything, including something as
meaningful as an old family photo to something as simple as a lamp's light.
Abigail Birhanu, alumni, art education, and
Dail Chambers, a student at the College of
Arts in Memphis, Tenn ., capture this mentality in their exhibit, "Energy," displayed in
Gallery Visio from Oct. 12 through 26:
"I think that a lot of the work that Dail and
I do has to do with the energy of light or the
energy of memory. The whole theory that
energy is never lost and is always exchanged
. means that it lasts forever," said Birhanu.
Birhanu's pieces consisted of digital photographs taken of various light sources including lights at Saleem's restaurant in the Delmar
Loop, an underground coffeehouse in New
York and a window display from Kansas City.
"I want people to go to the place that I was
and to experience what I did and see the beauty in it," said Birhanu.
In her photos, the sources of light contrasted with the darkness surrounding them, contrasting glow with shadow and emphasizing
aestheticism along with connections between
light and time.
Each object was taken from at least four
different angles and were displayed coinciding, an idea that Birhanu says was inspired by
the 20th century Cubism avant-garde movement.
She said, "The Cubists painted from many
different perspectives. They thought that was
more true to absolute time than painting it
from one side because in reality there are more
components to one object than what you see."
Another piece she contributed to the exhib-

it utilized candle wax on black paper. Globs of
colored wax were spotted, dripped and
swirled to create the contrast between light
and dark.
Chambers' pieces consisted of photo transferred reproductions of old pictures from her

family.
She said that while Birhanu's pieces were
more about seeing and feeling energy, her art
emphasized the energy in the souls of the past
of her family as a representation of minority
families as a whole.
By creating copies of old family photos
that have been important and relevant to her
ancestral history, Chambers relates each display to her social beliefs in the community.
'Things that interest me are my social
views tied in directly with myself, my daughter and my family. A1l these things play a
major role in my art making," she said.
To illustrate this, one of her pieces entitled
"Evelyn's First Car," shows how people
around her excessively purchase.
The piece shows the Polaroid-sized black
and white image of a young girl and a classic
car over a hundred times in succession, each
representing an instance where Chambers has
noticed an unnecessary consumer choice in .
her communi tv.
Chambers -explained that another one of
her otber pieces, "Disappearing Act:
Manchild" represented the absence of men in
African American communities.
Another piece demonstrated in the . same
artistic manner is "Standard Girl," with the
same picture of a young girl repeated several
times, each representing an unmarried woman
over the age of 23 in her family.
The student curator for the event, Andrea
Richardson, sophomore, English, said, "I
think there's so much soul and spirit in their
pieces. When you look at their work, it evokes
w31mth. And that'warnlth creates energy."

Carrie Fasiska • Associalc Photo EtiilOr

Kellie Mayhew, junior, art history, and Gallery Visio volunteer, examines a sculpture
titled "Comfort" by Dail Chambers in Gallery Visio.
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Junior outside hitter Heather Nichols bumps against Rockhurst in
October. The team beat St. Joseph's on Saturday to become the seventh-seed in the GLVC tournament. The first game is Thursday.

Volleyball secures
tournament spot
By

JARED ANDERSON

Staff \Vriter •
The Riverwomen secured a spot in
the Great Lakes Valley Conference tournament by defeating the St. Joseph's
Pumas Saturday at Meluer South High
to end the regular season with a .500
record in their conference.
The 75 fans in attendance witnessed
what Coach Josh Lauer would call the
Riverwomen 's "A" game ..
The first game would start out mostly even with the teams each having four
points by the fut timeout.
However, by the second timeout the
Riverwomen would lead by five points
with a score of 10-5. They would score
another five unanswered points before
the Pumas responded.
. The Pumas battled back but could
not keep up as the Rivelwomen stayed
strong to win 30-24.
The Riven)-,omen fell behind in the
second game early on but never gave up
against the Pumas and made them work
for every point. TIle Pumas would win
3()':25 but ould· not win altain for the'
rest of the match.
.
. The third game was very close and
by the second timeout the score, would
be 23-20 in the Riverwomen's favor.
Excellent play on both sides of the
net made the final score 30-27, \vith the

Riverwomen on top.
In the fourth and final game the
Riverwomen seemed to dominate the
Pumas and by the fut timeout the score
Was 23-18. The Riverwomen maintained control and composure as they
won the game 30-22.
Christy Trame, middle hitter, had a
tremendous game against the Pumas
with 16 kills in 31 attempts, one service
aCe and four defensive digs.
Senior Erin Denton had 13 kills in 28
attempts, one service ace and 14 defensive digs. Also"junior Claudia Medina
and freshman Lauren Hampton both had
10 kills each and combined for nine total
defensive digs.
Libero Josyln Brown had 19 defensive digs as she helped keep the momentum in the Riverwomen's favor.
Junior Natalie Bamard was on fire
with four service aces and nine defensive digs.
Winning the game secured the
Rivenvomen as the seventh seed in the
upcoming GLVC TOUlnament.
Coach Lauer is extremely proud of
how his team has performed on and off
the court.
"No matter what challenges we
faced, we held strong and I anl really
proud of that."
The Riverwomen will be playing
Rockhurst at Sill-Edwardsville on
ll1ursday, Nov. 2.

ATHLETE

OF THE WEEK

Christy Trame
Christy Trame is a middle hit-

ter for the UM-St. Louis vol-

Riverwomen outside hitter Claudia Medina helped her team finish the regular season with an 8-8 con·
ference record. The team will play Rockhurst in the GLVC tournament's first round on Thursday.

Sophomore proved to be
key ingredient for success
By MOLLY BUYAT

tal!\Y/titer

Mike Sllerwin • .IIt/l/(ig/Jfg&1iJoT

Sophomore forward Colin Huber scored five goals and had ten points during the fall soccer season.

The UM-St. Louis Rivermen finishing with a winning 9-7 -_ record and 6-62 in the Great L<tkes Valley Conference.
A big part of the Rivermen's winning
season is due to hardworking sophomore
Colin Huber.
Huber was chosen for the Second
Team All-Conference selections by the
Great Lakes Valley Conference along
with senior goalkeeper Zack Hoerte.
Huber has started in all 16 games at
the fOf\'lard position for UM-St. Louis,
and is second on the team with five goals
and a total of 10 points.
Of his five goals, four have been
game-winning in conference games.
His only goal that was not a game
winner came against nationally ranked
Wisconsin-Parkside and helped give the
Ri vermeil a 1-1 tie . Huber scored the
game-winning goal in a 1-0 win over

then 13th-ranked Lewis and also netted
the game-winning goal in a 1-0 win over
Saint Joseph's that helped clinch a bid to
the GLVC Toumament for the
Rivermen.
Huber was also recently named the
GLVC Conference Player of the Week.
When asked about his recognitions,
Huber said , "I was surprised to win
Conference Player of the Week because
our conference has so many good players.
"Vv'hen I won that., I was excited for
myself and the team, because it could
mean that U:-'ISL would finally receive
some of the credit that it deserved," he
said.
Huber also has an optimistic attitude
about the Rivel1Ilen'S season.
"I think the season is going great so
far. Last year, during spring workou t sessions , we knew we would be young so
we were hoping for a .500 season .

- - -- -- - -_._,, --- _ ._-----set' COLI N HUBER. page 14

leyball team. She played a
season with Indiana State
where she led her team with
111 blocks and was second
in kills with 237 before coming to UM-St. Louis.
In the last regular game of
the season, she had 16 kills
and four blocks in the win
against the st. Joseph's
Pumas, which secured the
seventh seed in the GLVC
Tournament. They will take
on second seeded Rockhurst
on Thursday, Nov. 2.

SlATS CORNER
WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL

GLVC standings:
Team

OVerall:

SlUE
Rockhurst
Lewis
Indianapolis
Southern Indiana
Northem Kentucky
Bellarmine
Drury
UM-St Louis
UW·Parkside
Quincy
Saint Joseph's
Kentucky Wesleyan

W
25
25
22
23
17
19
12
13
11
8
9

4
4

5

9
10
12
12
16
17
17
22
6 20
27

Box scores:
Odober 27

1 2 3 4 5

Indianapolis 0Nl 36 32 24 29 16
UM-St. Louis 34 30 30 31 14

1 2 3 4
24 30 27 22
UM-St. Louis (W) 30 25 30 30

Odober 28
5t. Joseph's

SPORTS BRIEF

Returning players, new talent get set for basketball season
By

LAGUAN FUSE
-

-

--

Stajj'Wi·iler

The UM-St Louis Riverwomen finished the 2005-2006 basketball season
with a 9-10 conference record and
earned the number four seed in the
GLVC Toumament back in March,
The Riverwomen faced the Northern
Kentucky Norse in the first round of the
toumanlent. NKU defeated UM-St.
Louis 72-62 and the Norse went on the
win the GLVC Tournament.
That was last year.
This year the Riverwomen have
seven returning players from last year's
team.
"Our seven returnees are very, very
eager to get back there," said Head
Coach Lee Buchanan. "I think they real-

ized what it takes to get back there. It
takes a lot of hard work and a little bit of
luck and you have to continue to get better as the year goes on. They're excited
about the opportunity and the challenge
to get back there."
Last season's team leader in points,
blocks, free throws and re.bounds,
Jennifer Martin, will be entering her last
season with the Rivef\'lomen. Joining
her on the court will be last season's
team leader in assists, steals and minutes
played, Courtney Watts.
The 2006-2007 season \\·ill be the
senior year for boLh Jennifer Dewell and
MeganAlberts. Dewell was last season's
tearn leader in three pointers and Alberts
finished the year with 100 points.
The junior class for the Riverwomen
. not only brings back Watts, but also

Taylor Gagliano, Leslie Ricker and
Amanda Miller.
Gagliano ended the last season with
211 points and 90 rebounds. Ricker finished the season with 147 rebOlmds and
774 minutes played. ivliller ended last
season with 114 points and 91 rebounds.
Buchanan has added five new fi·eshmen to the line-up as well as a six-foot
sophomore from Beech Grove, Indiana.
UM-St Louis will now be the home of
four new guards and another six-footer,
except this one is a center from
Bloomington, ill.
'We're looking for them to step up
rigbt away," said Buchanan. ''We need
their input and their production everyday
in practice and of course in each game
we play. We have a nice mix of new
players from size to speed, shooters, and

ball-handlers. Once they get comfortable
with our syste~ I think they're going to
be major players in the success of this
year."
The tallest players to enter their first
year in an UM-St Louis jersey both
stand at six foot. Nichole Helfrich led
Beech Grove High School in points
scored, rebounds and blocked shots .
Alisa Ndorongo (the "N" is silent) wa,
named team MVP her senior year at
Normal High School and average J 3
points and seven reboUllds.
to
the
TIle newest guards
Riverwomen 's locker room are Lindsey
Ransome, Lacey Shalenko, Kelly
Mitchell and Kristi White.
Ransome averaged 18 points, seven
rebounds, five assists and five steals per
ganle as a senior at Perry Central High

School. Shalenko recorded 72 assists her
senior year at Collinsville High School.
Mitchell averaged J2 points and five
rebounds in her senior year at
Assumption High School. White averaged 14 points and three assists her senior year at Louisville Male High School.
The UM-St. Louis women's basketball team also has the addition of a new
assistant coach, Sheila Hering.
"She's young and enthusiastic," said
Buchanan. "She played over in Ireland,
played pro ball, so she knows some of
the little tricks and all of the things that it
take to be successful."
The first game of the 2006-2007 season for the Riverwomen will be an exhibition game against the Division 1 St.
Louis Univen,ity Billikens this Friday at
5 p.m. at the Scottrade Center.

Basketball Exhibition
Games
The UM-S1. Louis men's and
women's basketball tearns
will face S1. Louis University
in exhibition games on Friday
Nov. 3. The women's game
will start at 5 p.rn. followed
by the men's game at 7:30
p.m. at SLU,

UPCOMING GAMES
VoneybaU
GLVC Tournament

Nov, 2
vs. Rockhurst
2:30 p.m.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

POSITIOIooiS AVAIlABLE

0.1= H

Classifieds ads are free for students, faculty and staff To place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or less), your name, and student or
employee number to thecurrent@umsl edu or call 576-5376.

Attention College Students
Part-time work. $12 base/appt. Flex .
Schedules. Customer sales/service.
Scholarship opportun ities. No experience
necessary. Call: 314-997-7873
LIFEGUARDS
CERTIFIED LIFEGUARDS needed for UrviSL
Indoor Pool: Mon-Thurs 6:30-9:00PM;
Sat & Su n 12:00-5:00PM. $6.50/ hou r.
Apply in the Campus Rec Office, 203
jvlark Twai n, 516-5326
Papa John's Pizza
Now Hiring Delivery Drivers. $1 2-15 an
hou r. Flexible schedule. Full and part
time. Valid insurance, driver's license and
good driving record required. App ly in
person. 98 17 W. Florissant.
(314) 524-3033
SPORT OFFICIALS I REFEREES
CAMPUS REC OFFI CIALS needed this fall
for intramura l flag football, soccer, ultimate frisbee & vo lleyba ll. Afternoon and
evening games. $10/game. Knowledge
& interest in the sport IS req uired. Apply
in the Rec. Office, 203 MT, 516-5326.
Mystery Shopper
Ea rn up to $ 150.00 per day
Experie nce not requ ired. Undercover
shoppers needed . To judge retail and dining establishments. Call 1-800-722-4791
A Democratic cand idate in 51. Louis
County needs fie ld people(door-to-door)
to work on election day, Tuesday,
November 7th fro m 1Dam till 6pm. Paying
$80 for the shift.Contact Jim Ross at
jeross 1776@earthl ink.net.
BE YOUR OWN BOSS. MAKE AN EXTRA
$500+ PER MONTH. VISIT WWW.EARNINCOMENOWCOivliSTEPHENA OR CALL
STEVE @ 800-310-62 17.
Graders/Tutors Wanted
A west county Mathematics and Readi ng
Lea rning Center is hiring part time
graders!tutors helping children ages 3- 15.
We offer flexible schedule, fun and
rewarding working environment.
Interested candida tes please ca ll 636· 537 5522 e-mail: jwchan@earthlinknet
EGG DONORS NEEDED!
Ages 21-30. PAYS $5.000.00 .
(877) EGG DONOR 1(877 ) 344-3666 .
WININ.spct.org

Optometry study
Subjects [18-35 yrs] w ith spectacle power
within ± 0.750 and normal ocular hea lth
to participate in a study being conducted
at the College of Optometry, UMSL.
Subjects will be compensated. For details
call Jess ie @ 314-516-6655 or emai l
Js7c9@studentmail.umsl.edu.
Part Time Valets Needed
Midwest Valet is looking for responsib le,
motivated, physically fit individuals. Must
be at least 18 years of age with a valid
drivers license and a good driving record.
Experience with a manual tran smission.
App ly now at www.midwestvalet .com
or call 314-361-67 64.
Part-time and Full-time available
Want to make excellent money with fiexlble shifts? Part time and full time positiof>s available for servers and line cooks
at an upscale-casual restaurant in
Maryland Heights. Shift availabilities
include lunch, dinner, and banq uets.
Contact Tara at (314) 344-3000.
International Greeting Cards
I am seeking to find 2 Tagalog, 2
Cebuano, and 1 Hungarian language holiday greeti ng card. Please e-mail Chris at
cciindberg@yahoo. com if you have any
information.
SALES REPS
5 Sales Reps to seliN services door to door,
* BOOlwk guaranteed I
* Most people earn $1,000-$2,000 per '1veek!
* Gas Paid l l
* Hours 4p-9p
For a pe rsonal interview call 800-308-3851

HOUSING
Would you love to live in a beautiful
Hansel & Gretel home? 45 BE LLERIVE
ACRES is not only pretty, it is updated and
located on a large, lovely lot. Call Sue
McLaughlin at laura McCarthy Real Estat~
314-504- 421 4.
Apartment for rent in University Meadows.
One room in four bedrooms & two bath·
rooms' floor, female only. Free of application
fee &deposit, only $350! Great sailings! Call
314-600-1215.

Female wanting to rent basement apt.
to non-smoking Christian fema le.
Furn ished bedroom, private bath, sepa rate
living space. Washer/dryer & kitchen privileges. Utilities furnished.
$400 .00 per month. Near Brown Rd.
Call (314) 427-7352

SERVICES

Math Tutor Available
Retired teacher available to tutor: College
Algebra, Calcul us, Statistics and
Differential Equations.
Also tutors Computer Science (HTrvJL,
JAVASCRIPT and C+) and Electrical
Engineering (electric circuits). Contact
314-355-3200

Apartment Available
Clean, quiet, spacious, 1bedroom apt, 3
miles from campus, near the U-City loop
and Clayton . Central air, hardwood floors,
dishwasher, washer and dryer, garage
available, smoke-free, no pets . Only $585!
Contact 369· 1016

FOR SALE

Roommate wanted. Location: St. Lou is
City. Ten minutes from urv1SL. Seeking
single fema le, tidy, excellent references,
honest, and over twenty-one. Room
comes with own bat hroom &
washerfdryer available. Excellent for
serio us student seeki ng quiet study space .
Contact Tanika -541-1222
APARTMENT FOR RENT IN UNIVERSITY
MEADOWS!
furnished, 2 bedrooms, 2 baths wI ameni·
tles l Free of application fee ! On campus!
Great place to live l Guarantee a spo t for
spring semester! Call Jessica at 314-9604875.

South City House for Rent

2 bedll bath brick home with basement
and smali garage in Bevo neig hborhood
for rent. $650/ month with a year lease.
Centrai Airlheat, pets welcome with
deposit, dishwasher, washer, dryer,
smoke free. Cali 314-303-2098

CON'rACT JOE

MJN FROM CAHPUS!

314-522-2020

FIZXIBJ:.E WORK SCHBDULE

WWW.OTHODGE.COM

Student

lId]

W

Sitters

Make $10 per Hour
or MORE!
www.student-sitters.com
------

2000 Chevy Prizm. 104,xxx miles. Cold
Ale. AMlFrvI Stereo. Very clean and runs
GREAT. Asking $4750 or best offer. Call
(636)489-8005.
.
AKC Female Yorkie, AKC registered, very
thick black and golden color with excellent
black points eyes. He comes with health
guara ntee, up to date shots and worming,
V€ry loveable, socialized and hea~h certificate. He will make you a wonderful pet and
companion. Sibs grown and for more information you can contact me Via Email
Pame apathersonintco~d@yahoo.com
For Sale-2000 Chevy 510
68,xxx miles, 5 speed, Extended cab,
Xtreme package, Magnaflow Exhaust,
CD/MP3 player. Runs great. Aski ng
$8,0000BO. Call (3 14) 680-4911 or
(63 6) 294-4388
For sale: I have various unopened
playstation2 games for sale. $9 a piece.
also have four bar stools and I will sel! all
four of them for $30. Please contact
Chasity at (314) 646-0025.

- - - - - - - -- - -

COUPLE'S COUNSELING
• Talk more and fight less' Deepen and protect your friendship
• Increase intimacy and sensuality· Plan for a future together
Put fun back into your relationship

Affordable Fees are
determined by household
income. Call today:

,

COMMUM1TY
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICE

314.516.5824

Looking for a job
to fit in with
your class schedule?
A j<;>b that has just the right number of
hours! Not too few hours but not

tOO

J.11.;lny hours to in-terfere with school?

Rental to share my home. Female.
Pretty house in quiet neighborhood . Split
Foyer Large Private living room, bedroom
and full bathroom. $450 & 1/3 uti lities.
Laura 314 680-2695

FOR SALE - FIREWOOD - Aged and
spirt to fireplace size. Cash and Carry.
Reasonable. Local (Ferg uson).
CaU Dennis at 314.524.4337.

Rockwood &hool District

Adventure Club
has the right job for you!
Morning Bourg

6:J0/7 :00 AM - 8:00/8:,0 AM

about a 4 bedroom, 2 full bath in nearby
gorgeous Pasadena Hills? This brick 1.5 story
is priced at $1 92.000. Seller is looking for
offer. Sue Mclaughfrn, Laura McCarthy 5()1f4214

$8:15 per hour
Ask about our Split Shift Bonus!
\1~' ;,,.. .•\_~

Can 6~6-861-7768

ear Sa\e\
,

•

Afternoon Hours 2:JOfj :30 PM - 5:30/6:DO PM
Are you looking for a great buy? How

For Rent to OWN
House for rent in Normandy. 381 0 Waco
Drive. Two story, 3 bed room with basement and nice yard . $6751month. Call •
618-476-7503 .

"SE.R~S

$I..~ 190"-

Expert editing/re-writing/typing
Reasonable rates. Fast turnaround. Miss
Barbara (314) 991-6762
Glory2@sbcglobal.net

House for Sale
Beautiful 3 bOOroom, 1 and 112 bath home
in Bel-Nor. Refinished hardwood floors and
freshly painted interior. 8405 Glen Echo.
Motivat ed seller, m<lke offer. Please call
Alexandria Dilworth, Regal Realty, Inc. 314921-4800 or 314-265-6844

·LlNE COOkS

+tin Chile Parlor iUr
5

HELP WANTED

-ASSIST MGII

Gt ...

,

& Computer Shop

www.umsibookstore.com

Fabulou~ Free PRIZE~ every half hour all day long. ~top by and ~ign up for your chance to win!

I

~h[[urrrnt
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hots at jasonlove.com

Sna

u.s. POSTAG£ STAMP

You bet, Oz! I learned that teamwork can see you through anything!
Tnat, and zombies are w

'CAU5E YOU DON'T
HAVE ACHOICETM
MAXIMO

PREDICTS
Horoscopes for
Oct. 30 - Nov. 5
Aries
March 21-April 19
Boo I I know I scared you,
you little weenie.1 wouldn't go
outside after dark this week,
terror lurks in the dark. Well
maybe not terror. In fad, it is
probably me. I am in love with
you. Smoochy.

ICblg Cros~ord
"Nurn But the Funk" is drawn by Current cartoonist Rudy Scoggins.

ACROSS
1 Astringent

Taurus
April 20"May 20

5 Flop
8 Part of
WI1AT '~ v p
I UH ""1.Ju1l •• . Yf.AH . aU I
KNOW WHitT Tf'-t> ~l Ef DS ~

'r\E..'i, N-I.C.kY.

.-_ _-- ~"'IL"'.11I11 1

A

MA\I..(ov~R.

"Sconeborough" is dravvn by Current cartoonist Elizabeth Gearheart.

SYNDICATED CARTOO S

TWIMC
12 Bean curd
13 Part of "to
be"
14 Atmosphere
15 Reed instrument
16 Snitch
18 Cohabitant,
to the
Census
Bureau
20 Large flatfish
21 Costello and
Brock
23 Comm.
device
24 Endless
28 Tidy
31 Goddess
(Lat.)
32 Appomattox
victor
34 Round Table
address
35 Possesses
37 Foot soldiers
39 Prompt
41 Nitwit
42 Woodrow
Wilson's
"Fourteen _ n
45 Room to
maneuver
49 Swollen, in a
way
51 Old fogy
52 Seamstress's

It is time for you to tell the
truth . Michael Jackson's
"Thriller" is your favorite song.
It is OK: tell the world this
week. They will un derstand .
Not.
Gemini
. May 21"June 21
So I was in line thi s week"
end at Johnny Brocks checking out. I saw this mask that
looked just like you. It was
Gollum from LOTR. Plus, If you
know what lOTR is, you are a
total geek.
Harding
case
53 Candle count 9 Least likely to
boast
54 Take a
10 Sandwich
gander
cookie
55 Foolish one
11 Shopping
56 Scepter
venue
57 DifferentJy
17 Formerly
DOWN
stylish
1 Resting on
19 Protracted
2 Timber wolf 22 Be upright
3 ExtraterrestriaJ 24 Altar
spacecraft
affirmative
4 Swiss cereal 25 Fresh
5 Rum cocktail 26 Imaginary
27 Surrounded
6 Grecian
vessel
with a cover
29 Melody
7 Adroit
30 Attempt
8 President
~

33 Measuring
strip
36 Out of the
shade
38 Item in 52Across
40 Greek vowel
42 "'The - Piper
of Hamelin"
43 Aware of
44 Luminary
46 Sweater
material
47 Commotions
48 Orait
animals'
frame
50 Id
counterpart

Leo
July 23-Aug. 22
What is a Leo? A Uon. What
is that closely related to,
maybe) That is right-a Tiger.
Hahaha, the Tigers suck! Go
Cards!
Virgo
Aug. 23-Sept. 22

Libra
Sept. HOct. 22
I know I despise you filthy
librans, but I'll spare you this
week because the Cardinals
won the World Series. Go
Cards!! !

by Linda Thistle

7

2

. Dude. That unibrow is tota lly
unneccesary. Shave that scary
thing, and do the monster
mash, it's a grave yard smash.

Your Halloween costume is
stupid. You are stupid. Stupid
is a stupid word. Seriously
where did stupid come from 7
Stu-pid.

2006 King Features Synd. , Inc.

Weekly SUDOKU
9

Cancer
June 22-July 22

4

Scorpio
Oct. 23 - Nov. 21

8

5

~~#~.!*

You'Re SlJPPo&et> 10.

fADe AWA.Y!

3

1

3

6

6

5
1

6

9

3

I

9

7

1

7
6

8

3

2
I
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Capricorn
Dec. 22 - Jan. 19

,9

1

7

4

5

8

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains aI/ of the
numbers from one to nine.

DI:FFICULTY THIS WEEK:

** .

* Moderate * * Challenging
*** HOO BOY!

lired of other papers with prehistoric news?

Get Current!
Pick up a copy of the latest
issue every Monday!

©2006 by King Features Syndicale. he. World rights reserved.

Stumped? Find the answers to this
week's crossword puzzle and Sudoku at
~

I

Sagittarius
Nov. 22 - Dec. 21
Sagittarius, Use the force.
Crap, I'm a total dark, still.

4

6

4

I

2

Isn't it time to stop being like
teen wolf. That beard is just
awful. It's got stuff in it, like
pumpkin seeds. some candy
corn and I think I saw a gremlin. Nope, that's just a booger.
Sick!

It's just a jump to the left.
And then a step to the right
With your hands on your hips.
You bring your knees in tight
But it's the pelvic thrust. That
really drives you insane. Let's
do the Time Warp again. Let's
do the Time Warp again.
Aquarius
Jan. 20 - Feb. 18
Your mom sounded like
Gollum last night.
Pisces
Feb. 19 - March 20
I love sushi. I eat you raw.
Mwahahahahahahahahaha.
DISCLAIMER:
Maximo Predicts is the sale
property of The Current. If you
wish to rip it off and use it for
your own personal use, you
can't. If you do, I, Maximo, will
hunt you down with a knife.
Just like Michael in Halloween
1 through 27. I will keep walking and you Y'~II keep running.
You will get tired and I will not
You will run into a house that
is rea lly scary looking, or
maybe a barn. There you will

~h( [urrrnt
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BRANDOW,

from page 1

COLIN HUBER,

-----------------------------

Hossain said Brandow was the
Althletics Chair of the 2005
Homecoming Conunittee. "She really put herself into things she was
into," Hossain said about Brandow's
commitment to the Homecoming
.Committee and everything else she
witnessed Brandow take part in.
Brandow had a "really vibrant"
personality and always had positive
comments about "everything,"
Hossain said. "She was a lot of fun to
be around, even when she was
stressed she was fun," she said.
"She was one of those people you

from page 8
--_.._-- _ ._- -

BICYCLING,

Harris said that by being involverl
in the course, he learned several .
things he did not know before,
including alternatives to making left
tums and about new equipment he
needed.
According to Pion, this year has
been the most successful year of the

could tell cared a lot about the people
she was close to," Hossain said.
According to Hossain, her sorority and the Delta Zeta sorority are "all
pretty close" and they do a Jot of
activities together. She said that was
how she and Brandow would hang
out as friends.
'1 always wanted to hang out
more with her," Hossain said, "I'm
sad that I never really acted upon
that."
A wake was held from 4 p.rn. to 7
p.m. on Sunday Oct. 29 at the
Pickering Funeral Horne. The burial

-

- --

- --

-

-

will take place Monday, Oct. 30 at 1
p.m. at the East Lawn Memorial Park
inMepco,MO
The funeral home's statement said
flower memorials were suggested by
the family to be made to the Delta
Zeta Foundation, 202 E. Church
Street, Oxford, Ohio 45056 or they
may be sent in care of Pickering
Funeral Home, 403 N. Western,
Mexico, MO 65265.
Expressions of sympathy for the
family can be posted through the
funeral home's website at www.pickeringfb.com.

- - - --

program, with over 100 people participating in the classes and over 50
proceeding on to the on-bike sesSIons.
Pion said because the program is
supported by a federal grant which
may end this year, he is not currently accepting any more new students.

-

-

------

He is not sure that the program will
occur again next year, though he
hopes it will.
For more information on this program, along with information on if it
will be offered next year, e-mail
Pion at mpion@swbell.net or go to
www.thinkbicycling.com.

Get The Current 24 hours a day, 7days a week www.thecurrentonline.com
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Stranger
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Visit The Current at
www.thecurrentonline.com
to find out how you
can pick up a pass to see

than

Fiction

Stranger
. than

Harold Crick isn't reaay to go. Period.

Fiction
Passes ara available an a Irst-come. first~
basts. No purchase neoessa<y
WIute supplies lasl Employees cI all potmObanaJ
paMefS and Ihe!r agenoes are not aigIIlIe..

One pass pet person. Thos 11m IS raled PG-13
10< some disturbing """!I"S. sexua/rty.
brief tangoage and nudity

In Theatres
Fdday. Novemher IO'''!

November
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from page 11

. This year, not only did we make it
to the tournament but we know that
we can achieve so much more."
Head Coach Dan King also had
nothing but good things to say about
his key goal scorer.
"Colin puts in extra time and
always hustles," King said. "He gets
to practice early and works out hard
the whole time. He really is a great

STEM CELLS,

player and a huge asset to our team
this year."
The 2006 season did not look too
promising on paper. The Rivermen
lost a lot of older players and were
really counting on the incoming
freshmen to step it up.
It seems that it was no problem at
all. "When we ended last year, we
had nine or 10 starters graduate,"

Huber said.
"A lot of players knew that they
would have to step up into the starting positions, and we knew that some
freshmen players wollld be starting
as well. The freshmen have exceeded
our expectations, and ev.e ryone on
the team is working towards the
sanle goal, which is something we
dido·t have last year."

from page 4

To supporters of the amendment,
the issue is saving lives and pursuing
a line of research that may provide
cures for people, adults and children,
with illnesses such as diabetes and
Parkinson's or spinal injuries, burns,
and a host of problems, using cells
that for twenty some odd years have
been thrown away as medical waste.
Who could be opposed to . using
medical waste to save people's lives?
That is what we are talking about,
because it is discarded embryos from
fertility clinics, not something from
abortion clinics, Of course, the most
curious part is that we are talking
about the excess embryos created in
fertility clinics, which have been routinely discarded as medical waste for
years and all the time that this has
been going on, the opponents of stern
cell research said nothing. There were
no protests at fertili ty clinics about this
practice and not even any discussion
of the routine discarding of embryos.
In fact no mention of them at all until
someone thought to put that medical
waste to better use.
Stern cell research holds real
promise but it is not actually a choice
between two equivalent kinds of stern
cell research. Opponents like to pretend that there is a debate between an
ethical and unethical type of stern cell
research but there is not such either-or
choice or scientific competition
between adult stern cell and embryonic stern cell research. Adult stem cell
research is lik~ly to yield different
kinds of cures and treatments than
embryonic stem cells, Embryonic
sterns cells are pluripotent, which
means that they are so early in development that they retain the potential to
become any kind of cell, These flexible cells have the potential to be
coaxed to become replacement cells
for nerves, so spinal cord injury victims can walk, those suffering from
Alzheimer's might re!ilember and

those with diseases like Parkinson's or
ALS might recover.
Adult stern cells, while promising
for certain cures, have passed. that
threshold. We cannot, at this point,
make them go back, if we ever will be
able to do thaL Both kinds of stern cell
research are promising but the potential for embryonic stem cells is
greater. But it does not mean research
on adult stern cells willllot go forward
too.
Adult stern cells have been instrumental in some advances but the reason is that adult stern cell research is
moving forward while embryonic
stern cells research is being held back
by restrictions. It seems pretty silly for
opponents of embryonic stem cell
research to say there have been no
cures, when the research has not yet
been done.
The destruction of embryos is
often cited as a reason to oppose stem
cell research but the discovery of a
method of embryonic stern cell production that leaves the embryo intact
did nothing to mollify opponents. This
method harvests a single cell at an
early phase, which is used for a ste.m
cell line, and leaves an embryo that
develops normally, yet it did not
reduce opposition.
Are embryos and real live babies
morally the same? One moral test that
has been discussed widely is the burning building question: if you were in a
burning building and could save only
one of these - a dish of embryos or a
baby - which would you save?
All the many years that fertility
clinics discarded unused embryos as
medical wa~te, the opponents of stem
cell research said nothing about the
harvesting of eggs or the discarding of
embryos. Both are hot topics now but
no campaigns were mounted to
encourage embryo adoption until
there was a chance that those
embryos, what was being tossed out

as waste, c.Quld be used to help people,
to cure sick or crippled children., or
reverse the ravages of disease.
On the "it's cloning" issue, it is
important not lose the big picture in
the terminology. For most of us,
human cloning means a cloned baby.
This means a cloned embryo is produced., implanted in a woman's uterus,
and then a baby is bom. This is the
only way to produce a cloned human
baby since there is no artificial substitute for a uterus. ·Without a woman,
there is no baby, cloned or otherwise.
Opponents of this amendment often
skip over this point and overlook the
fact that producing a cloned baby is
banned by the amendment.
Aren't mothers important? If a
woman has an embryo in his uterus,
and nothing interferes, a baby is born.
If stern cells, or an embryo, are i.o. a
glass dish, and nothing interferes, the
cells die. No baby is born. Which
viewpoint seems more harmful to
women?
There are a number of nightmarish
scenarios that opponents of the
amendment are suggesting, usually
without either basis in fact or mention
that there is nothing in the amendment
that hints at the possibility. Yet none of
their nightmare scenarios talk about
what happens to the people who will
be denied treatments in Missouri. Or
that the research will go f()rw~, with
or without them, but not just .in this
state. It will not stop scientific
progress, just make it more difficult
for Missourians who could be helped.
by the research and drive scientists
and the medical industry out of the
state.
Curiously, after all that misleading
campaigning against stem cell
researc~ opponents are now claiming
to stand for '1ruth" of all things.
Perhaps we should all just read the
amendment and . make up our own
rni.rids about who is being truthful.

MAKE YOUR FIRST
JOB COUNT.
INFORMATION SESSION
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9
-

MSC314

-

ItlE

-

IUM STUDENT CENTER)
4:06 PM

U.S. Cellular® gets me ... so I can always get the score.
40-Yard Dash

Racquetball

Indoor Soccer

Date: 10/3
Time: Tues 1p-4p
Place: MT Rec Field
Sign up: Drop In
Division: M Be W

Date: 10/23-10/27
Time: Mon-Fri Flexible
Place: MT Racquetball Courts
Sign up: 10/17
Division: M & W

Date: 10125-5/6
Time: Wed 7p-10p
Place: MT Gym
Sign up: 10117
Division: CoEd &·M

~

¥

One medium l.topPing pi2Zl1 .
& ~ 20 Oz. bottle of Cok.1"

•

One smalll.tOl'l'lng pina, one <;:.i~n item
IB,~d glieb:, Ch,,,y e"od " Clnna ~l" I & a

20 oz. bottl" of (loiq]'

j;t, One medium 1..lopping ~iria & OM
~

Volleyball

Floor Hockey

Wallyball

Date: 10/18
Time: Wed 7p-10p
Place: MT Gym
Sign up: 10/17
Division: M Be W

Date: 10/24-12/5
Time: Mon 7p-10p
Place: Mt Gym
Sign up: 10/17
Division: CoEd & M

Date: 11/9
Time: Thurs 6:30p-9p
Place: MT Racquetball Courts
Sign up: 11n
Division: CoEd Triples

DemoBali/Laser Tag Volleyball
Date: 10/19
Time: Thurs TBA
Place: St. Charles
Sign up: 10/17
Division: Open

Date: 10/23-514
Time: Tues 7p-10p
Place: Mt Gym
Sign up: 10/17
Division: CoEd II

~ US. Cellular
We· connect with you:

Paintball
Date: 1114
Time: Sat 9a-4p
Place: Off Campus
Sign up: TBA 11/1
$10 per student

getusc.com
1-888-buy-uscc

5iide item (Broo<f ~icI!I, et....y Btoad 01 CinM g,i{ )

~ TWo small l·tn\lPing ~iI2a~
...
~ One Garden ~~h <;:atad, IStead gtkkl:
~ & a 20 oz. bottle of ColoJ'

.Jf- 10 pc. Domino's Pim ~ufrnlo Chioken

~ Kick.1ts· Ot lSufflllo Wing! & !Stead g'lcks

